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Matrix has two new editors. wh01l be coming aboard from the next issue. I'm
staying, so there will be continuity. bul hopefulty also an in}ection of fresh
new ideas. J1l allow them to introduce themsdvts:

New to both Matrix and the BSFA bot by no means new to the
wider world of SF, Tom Huntel'" and Claire Weavei'" w11l join Matrix
stalwart Martin McGrath on the editori,,1 te"m from iuue 168.
Cl.ire w._ is 24 "nd lives in West London. She was one
of the m;Jin org;snizers of Northolmpton's NewC0n2, cmd is
currently Arts PTogr<lD'Imer for Wor\dCon 2OOS.
Tom is 28 and lives within toppling dist;Jnce of unary 'NhOJrf.
He has woric:ed as. foum;Jlist "nd within the arts ;Jnd music
industry, ;Jnd is currently doing nwrlc.eting for;Jn "rts venue
at the unf;Jshionable end of newly fashionable Hoxton cmd
Shoreditch.
·Our editoriOJI pl;Jns include keeping all of M.trix's good bits
(no problems there) and changing any bad bits (can't think of
any off hand). which we confidently believe will leave us with no
ilctu;Jl work to do for the duration of our editorship - but don't
quote us on that. We're hopeful M;J/rix's 1I11.encomp;Jssing mi"
of news, reviews, science fact and playful opinion is the ideal

;~I:~II~';I~~u~~b~~~~ta~~~:~:i:c~ne~b~~Sni~:oS~h~~~i~~t

new world of the BSFA,·
Tom Md Claire COl" both be cont;Jcted at mQtril_edilon@yQfloo,to.uk

Before the next issue comes. though. we've got some exciting stuff in
this issue, 50 read on, and enjoy.
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•••abuse of science
Cowl author Neel Asher gets hot under the collar about all the

gobbledygook that advertisers and others throw at us to frighten us
obout the world we live in. It's all "a trend set by 'greenies', odopted
by supermarkets, and promulgated by stupidity," he says.
have to wonder how many
people carry oUllhe quite
simple exen:ise of checking (he
meaning of words in a dictionary.
Doing so, they might learn just
how much gobbledygook is being
flung at them every day. And jusl
how much advertisers and those
with more political motives, are
perpetually playing on their fears
and ignorance. Hypo-allergenic
shampoo, for example, is not one
that prevents allergic reaction,
just one that contains loweilevels
of the proteins that do cause an
allergic reaction. The compound
word means 'less allergens' - one
of those utterly meaningless
statements of which advertisers are
fond because there's less chance
of Trading Standards jumping on
them. The question you have to
ask is: less aJlergens than what? A
patch of stinging nettles? A wasp's
nest?
Obviously the intention of
putting these buzz-words on bottles
is not to inform, but to blind with
science. Perhaps realising this
people could then ask themselves
why fruit additives are good or
why washing with herbs will give
you an orgasm? At its root,all
this obfuscation is playing on the
simplistic idea that natural is good
and chemical is bad. (This ignores
everyday facts of life e.g. because we
drink chemically-treated water we
are utterly free of natural cholera
andamoebicdysentry.)
This brings me, by a roundabout
route, to the incredible ignorance
surrounding the word 'organic'.
While driving around in rural Essex
it's quite common to see signs up
advertising all SOrl of items for sale
- knackered lawn mowers, ancient
cars,flowers,honey-andsomeof
the signs display literacy ranging
from the poetic to the abysmal.
But just lately I've been noticing a
trend set by'greenies',adopted by
supermarkets, and promulgated by
stupidity. Now you can buy organic
manure, organic cheese, organic
eggs... Do the people who started
this strange craze have any idea
what 'organic' means? Could they
please explain to me what inorganic

I

Morden art

F~~~~i~~i~~rc~~~;ct~:~~n

Telcs for his novella, Another

War. Probably due out at the
back end of 2005, Another War
is a ~gods and monsters epic
set in darkest Oxfordshire. and
comes complete with attack
helicopters, rocket launchers
H

"1~m!JIfli~~fja~ID!.~~UPi1land
tanks. The film rights are
I'f
still available...
Short in Wrexham

T~~si~:~'~n~~~:;da;s~~~n~t
film competition. The judging
panel, which included Matrix
columnist Andy Sawyer,
awarded the £1000 prize
to Harvest, a chilling look
at organ-farming, by Peter
Crump.

The force on disc

T:~II°:.~g~~;la~~;a~::g~~gy
this September. The four-disc
set will feature commentaries
from George Lucas, Lawrence
Kasdan and Carrie Fisher,
ILC.:'>""'.,.'---'" I amongst others, and a featurecheese, manure or eggs might be?
presently studying, is: any substance length documentary.
If you are green then you'll
such as a pesticide or fertilizer
derived from animal or vegetable
probably think it means items
matter. So, organic food that you
produced without any of those
nasty chemical thingies. What
buy in the supermarket can have
been sprayed with a nicotine
utter drivel. Everything is made
winner is See This House in
of chemicals or their constituent
inse<ticide or the organic chemical Order: A Romance of Souls by
elements. They are not something
DOT. In fact few insecticides and
Matt Ruff. The Tiptree Award
recently created by evil science
fertilizers are not the product or
specifically rewards work that
but something derived from what
organic chemistry, so they are
Hexplores and expands gender
is already here. Monosodium
orgamc.
roles in science fiction and
In fact, some of the most
glutamate (flavour enhancer) ... yuk,
we don't want any of that - far too
poisonous substances on this planet fantasy.H (www.liplree.org)
many syllables. Ever wondered why are products of organic chemistry,
whether performe<\ in a laboratory
tomatoes enhance a dish? Because
they're packed with M5G
or in the more potent chemical
An essential chemical we must
laboratories inside living things. Oh
ingest every day is sodium chloride' my goodness, chemicals, I hear you third series in the Dalek Empire
saga. Set two thousand years
cry. Sigh. Get with reality. Curare
the product of a metal that if held
after the previous story, the
is organic, so why not spread some
in the hand would result in you
longer, six-chapter, Dalek
being hospitalized shortly after, and of that on your wholegrain bread
Empire 11/ will be released in
the basic constituent of mustard
and see how you get on? And next
time you buy your organic potatoes, monthly instalments from May.
gas. It is also a chemical three
remember they could have been
oxygen atoms away from being a
powerful bleech and weedkiller.
sprayed with the organic compound

Tiptree winner

T~~n~~~r~ed~~;tS~t:e~~3

DaIeks return

T~~n~~l:~:I~r~n~~~kg~~;

BBC sucks
~gent O~ange and ~h~t would make T~:s~:~n~~~~wV::;:es

sou~~:;~~~;~~~d~~r~:~i~l
disulphide, diaJlyl trisulphide,

Magazine (www.bbuo.uk/lUlt/

~~h~\~E~~~~~~I;~~e~~I~th::~d~;..

~:~~~e:~t~ri~~c::~iuf:~~:~d

contracted to one word: garlic.

some excellent fiction. New

from plants or animals, or it is any
of a class of compounds based
on carbon. Interestingly, a final

stories from Kim Newman,
Michael Marshall Smith,
Graham Masterton and Brian
Stableford can be read or

so~~~~~:Sh~~~ti~n~r~:~~c~:rived

definition in the dictionary I'm
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~AII change at/nterzone•••
David Pringle steps down alter 22 years. Andy Cox at The Third
Alternative takes over UK's longest running st magazine.
aVid Pringle is standing
down as edilor/publishn
of Ilttn-..AJIl~ - the mudJ-ddayed
issut 193 wiU M his lut as wilor
when ilappears in May (dated
Spring 200(1).
llltuzolle, however, will
continue, Andy Cox, founder of
TTA Press and publisher/editor of
The Third Allematrl'e is taking over.
DepartingeditorDavidPringle
insists he remained enthusiastic
about the fiction lnlenone
publishes but had btcome tired
of the business side of running
a magazine and blamed wa
combinalion of rtasons, family
and financial - and also. it must
be admitted, btcause of a certain
wuriness after 22 years at the lKlmfor his decision 10 step down.
Under David Pringle's
tditorship.lnttr..(1Ile acted u a
nursery for lTIMIy of the biggesl
names in modern BritUh sf
including Kim Newman, John
Meaney, Paul McAuley, Ktith
Brookt, lan R MacLeod,!an
Watson, Eric Brown, Alistair
Reynolds and Slephen Ruter.
David Pringle assurtd rtaders
thal ongoing subscriptions wil!
be honoured and said thaI, while
lhere may be changes in format
and appearance, he expected that
the spirit of his magazine would
be maintained. He emphaSised

D

D

eirdre Ruane, a Oublin-

born teacher now living

in london, has won the
200314 James White Award.
Christopher Priest presented
the award, for her story -Lost
Things Saved in Boxes-, at
Concourse - this year's British
National Science Fiction
Convention. Mr Priest said:
-I'm supposed to say how
difficult the judging was, but
in this case it was realty very
easy. The winning story was
obvious to everyone as soon

as we read it,Ms Ruane's story will be
published in a future issue of
Interzone.
The James White Award
is now accepting entries for
200S - details can be found at
www.jameswhiltoWard,lom.

I love you,

Tomorrow

~:t~~n7nc;~~wB~~f:~~re
audio productions with four
new stories coming out by
December 2004.

Nebula winners

O~i~O~::~~:t~

the
Nebula short fiction awards
completing a double for best
short story (~What I Didn't
See w by Karen Joy Fowler) and
best novelette (-The Empire of
Ice Cream- by Jeffrey Ford).
Elizabeth Moon won the
best novel award for The
Speed of Dark and 2002 BSFA
Award winner Cora/ine by Neil
Gaiman was judged the best

wish you, and the magazine, all the
best for thc future.Stephen Baxter praised IlltUZOlll
and David Pringle for the central
role Ihey'vcp1.aytdin British sf
ovcr recent decades: WWithout
David Pringle there would havc
been no [lltenOllt, and without
l,ltenolle there would surely have
been no 'British boom'. I got my firsl
break when IZaccepted my first
. published story'The Xedec Flower'
in 1986. David kepi the magazine
gOing, doggedly and bravely, and
s.o it wasn't a one·shot but a stable
and paying market for the likes of
Ihalllltuzone will rtmain separate
me. I was able to start building a
from The Third AlItrllatiw, though career, and to get myself noticed by
TTA Press will be publishing both.
the book publishers. The Pringles'
efforts in kuping lZ alive o\"(r
And he expecttd that lnter-.,Qlle
nearly a quarter ol a century is
will continutlo focus on science
flClionalslones.,asdistinctfrom
herok, and I beli"", it's had a major
The Third AltU1latiw:'s emphud on influence on the destiny of British
wslipstrtam- and horror.
s( David deserves a rest, but he will
bemis.se(W
Andy Cox has b«n publWUng
The Third AltU1lalNe for ten years.
We at Malrix would simply like
and, said David Pringle, he wknows
10 pass on our thanks 10 David
Pringle for all the adventures he
how to produce a good magazine.
In a business sense - and, I think.
has tilin us on and all the doors
to n~w worlds he o~ned for us.
in evcry sense-his isa safe pair
ofhands.- Encouraging readers to
Inler.:orle was part of our initiation
continue to support the maga7.ine
intosciencefiction,thefirstsl
under its new owner, David Pringle magazine wc ever read and the
offered wd~pfelt thanks for all the
only one we've considered essential
friendship,enlhusiasm and concern rtading for the last fifteen years,
And we wish Andy Cox good luck
Ihalreadershaveexpressedover
with his new venture.
IWO decades and more - and 10

BSFA award winners
Grimwood wins otter fourth consecutive shortlis! nomination.
Gaiman completes back-ta-back short fiction wins.

TI

e results of the BSFA awards for

2003 were announced on Sunday
11 April at Concourse, the British

National Science Fktion Convention
(Eastercon). The awards were presented

~~:~~~~ro~~r~~~:1n~;~~~.rrold

at
Th. award for Best Novel of 2003 went
to Felaheen by Jon Courtenay Grimwood
(Earthlight). It was presented by Richard
Morgan and accepted on Jon's behalf
by Darren Nash, He had previously been
nominated for redRobe (2000), Pashazade
(2001) and Effend; (2002).
The Best Short Fiction of 2003 award
was presented by lan McOonald to 'The
Wolves in the Walls' by Neil Gaiman and
Dave McKean (Bloomsbury Children's

,;",;;ov".:e'~'.~.=o==="......---J Books). The award was accepted by John
4:news

Jarrold. Gaiman also won last year's short
fJCtion award with Cora/ine.
The award for Best Artwon: of 2003
went to the cover of
True Knowledge
of Ken MacLeod by Cofin Odell (SF
Foundation; edited by Andrew M Butler
and Farah Mendlesohn). The award was
presented by the previous winner, Dominic
Harman, and was accepted on Colin's
behalf by Mark Plummer. Odell won in
2001 with the cover of Stephen BaJrter's
Omegatropic (BSFA).
The Best Non-Fiction of 2003 award
was presented by Justina Robson to Farah
Mendlesohn for 'Reading Science Fiction'
(the introduction to The Cambridge
Companion to Science Fiction, edited by
Edward James and Farah Mendlesohn,
from Cambridge University Press).

n..

malrix:167

·••and at

Asimov's
G:~Uu~':::ri::~~~~S
Scj~tra Fiction aft~r nineteen ran
and fourteen "Bnt Pro(e$S.ional
Editor'" Hugo Awards. Sheila

Williams.currently the maguim:'s
Executive Editor, will take over
from January 2005. Dozois will
remain a Mcontributing editor'"
o((ering"C'ditorialguidance."
In a recenleditorial Dozois
said he was oflen asked whether
he regretted devoting his life to sf

rather than more ·significanl~ work
He said; "I don't regll't it. Other

pwple maybe richer than sdence
fiction people, or more important,
or more famous, or more beautiful,

or more glamorous. or more
successful.8utwehavethebest
dreams."
Talking about his successor Mr
Dozois Aid he hoped readers would
give her the WIle support hey had
offem:l him 0Vff the ynrs.. "Nobody

loves the maguine more than
Sheila. or hu worked harder for it
over the years, and I couldn't leave it

in betlcrhand$."

Amazing!
O

nC' of the most famous names

in sf history is making a
comeback. AmaZing Storits, first
publishedinI926,will~re

launched and Mre_imagined-for a
new generation. The first issue is
due in July 2004. More information
can be found at: nw.poizo.com.

Fighting stem-ptation

I

mmune system cells have been
Stem cells transformed
created in the laboratory for
the first time from embryonic
mice stem cells. Dr Juan Carlos
Zuniga-Pflucker and his team,
from the University of Toronto,
Canada, produced new immune
cells called r.lymphocytes, and
then demonstrated they fought
infection.
This team succeeded by
finding the cues to trigger the
transformation from stem cells to
T-tymphocytes. When introduced
to a T-cell-deficient mouse, they
produced an immune response
against a virus infection.
Many illnesses, from certain
cancers to HIV, suppress the immune system and are only stalled by drugs. This discovery could
be the foundation of a permanent and successful treatment f<x many illnesses.
Sou«e: Jlnanova,com

E~~~~~~~n~:;i~~O=~c,::t;~t~::::~ed

a new type of microchip that can move and isolate
DNA and protein molecules. -This chip gives us
• new tool to look into biological questions,.ays JeffTzD-Huei Wang, an assistant profossor,
who supervised Simone's work. -Eric can actually
Interact with and manipulate individual DNA
molecules.Using wires about one-fifth the width of a
human hair embedded in a circular pattern, the
chip generates an electric field that can transport
molecules to a designated area for study by
microscope. It takes advantage of the natural
negative charge possessed by DNA Of a surfiKe
charge imposed on the molecules.
Simone believes that by linking the chip with
analysis equipment, a user could identify medical
ailments, monitor a patient's health or detect
threats before they spread.
Soun:e: John Hopldns University.

A~:i~~~~~~:l;~:~~1~~~:0~~

co-founder, is now donating 0.5 million to
the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence
Institute. The money will be used to create a
radio telescope array with more than 200 dishes
easuring signals from space.
Source: _n_nova.com

B::'w~~lba~:~~::n~e;;:;::t:~:~:~te~i~~wn

beer over the decades; however, not until
now has the bubble ~henomena been studied

academically. Chemists at Stanford Univen;ity and
the University of Edinburgh using a camera that
takes 750 frames a second have recorded what
was happening and solved the mystery.
Bubbles rise fastest in the centre where the
sides of the glass don't slow them. They push the
beer up and at the top the liquid slides off the
column of bubbles and down the sides, pulling
little bubbles down with it.
Apart from getting academic grants to buy
beer, the research is relevant to fluidized beds
where solid particles are mixed with liquids Ol"
gases to make them act like fluids.
Source: Stanford University and the Unlvvslty
of Edinburgh

p~s~=~c:et;,a~m':~a;;:.altfl:~s~~~;'
with different refractive indices, one an aqueous
solution and the other an oil. in a narrow tube. The
tube wall clOd one end up have a water-ntpellent
coating that causes the aqueous solution to form
a hemispherical mass at the opposite end of the
tube.
When an electric fl8ld is applied it changes
how repellent the coating is. The aqueous solution
wets more of the sid&walls ahering the radius of
curvature between the fluids and hence the lens
focal length.
It has a focal range of Scm to infinity in less
than 10 ms and has operated successfully for ol/er
, million focusing operations. It is being touted for
use in phones and PDAs.
Source: Ph/l/p.

news:S
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Rings and boxes
Sue Thomason writes:

First: This is not hate mail.
Definitely not.

an;:~O<:ft~~t~e~~~en
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be won, but that we
havetolryan.yway.
Soyes,Ithmkthe

e~~:i~n:;~~~ ~~~:~~~

NASA announced (March 29, 2004) the successful

time I saw The Relurn of
tile King, I spent a good
hour or so arguing with
my partner about possible

::~j:: ~:~~~:'j~~eo:e~~:;~O~!~~:;~~::~hn

;~~~:~~~~i~~~~~~~:t~~~l:s. ~~:ooe~ ~ri~~~~lreel, T~~~:Z~~s~;!it~~::~Jirith

bomber and was dropped at an altitude of 12,192
metres. It was boosted to a speed of Mach 6 by
an auxiliary rocket to attain its operating altitude.
It achieved a speed of Mach 7 (about 8000

how often I've read the books. Lots.)
Third; I agree with almost everything
you have to say about the film of The
RetllrlJ of tire King. As an adaptation of the

~~;::~~:Jflrg~~.uri~~~n~li~h:de~~~~~~~~~i~s

~~~::lii::~St~:I~ouG~~~:i~~~a~;~ys ~~~;~:~7:~~~;;~::t~~:sm~~~~~~~ ~~i~t.

~;~~~~ ~~:~~~~~h~~ ~~:,;~lj:::d\fl~~a~~2

speeds before ditching, as planned, into the
ocean.
The NASA vehicle was 3.6 metres long and a cross

~::::~ ~~~:~1e~ ~~~k:~'o::t~:~h~ti~e:~;k':t

:
carries its own oxygen supply, while a scramjet
extracts its oxygen from the atmosphere using its

~~~lPhe:~s that this breakthrough will herald
a new age in aviation and that it will significantly
lower the cost of lifting payloads. They hope to
test the engine to a speed of Mach 10 later this

~~;'n~~~r:;~ob; ~e~~~;lf~ra:~~~~~~~~r~~w at

~:;;f:;)'~ ;:~,:~~{!:;s.,:~e mGrtinm~:~lh~~tlworld.(om

both plot and character.
[... 1[agree the film is too long. Way
too long. Especially be<:ause what we get is

~~~~:~~h;=~~s~:l;~r~l:~~tt~i~ka:~~~:~.
I agree that the characters have

b~en shrunk Film-Gand~lfacts pretty

~~~;~~::~r:~~:~~~t.~:~~~~,::t ;:r:man
smu~p.,'ok:.from the third mm was a big

.., ~
Aragorn's story in the boo~ is a tragedy;

~1:~~~~~d6e~~i~~~~h:~:t~~~J;:~~~e

Mach 3.2.

(chiefly Gandalf and Elrond) have decided

Source: www.abc.net.au

was his

~ef~re he was o~d enou~ t~ have
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h book.h

ho:e :n~ ~ndl;~~t~~e~hire hase~e~~
violated _ corrupted and polluted (literally)
Robert Merle
by Saruman and Co. - but not utterly and
1908-2004
irreversibly so. The book also says, again
and again, that the complacent innrn:ence
of the Shire-folk exists only because the
Shire has always been guarded by, among
Un Animal Doue de Raison, which inspired Mike Nichols'
others, the Rangers. A large number
1973 film The Day of the Do/phin starring George C. 5con
of people have worked in secret, for
as a scientist who trains talking dolphins. Merle also wrote
generations, to preserve an idyll they can
the science fiction works Malevil (1972), Les Hommes
never share
Proteges (1974, translated as The V,ri/ity Factor: A Noven
You're also right that the film ignores
and Madrapour (1976).
the moral and emotional complexity of the
Martin McGrath
book. In the book, Frodo fails. Ultimately
he
is
corrupted by the Ring, he cannot
Sir Peter Ustinov
give it up. And for the rest of the book he
1921-2004
has to live with the adulation oC the rest
of the world, who praise him for doing
something he aetually didn't. He doesn't
short of his 83rd birthday.
find it easy to live with. And daily he has
Ustinov wrote his first play at 19, appeared in his
to meet Sam's unwavering love - Sam, who
first film at 25 and directed the second screen adaptation passed the test he Cailed. No wonder Frodo
of F Anstey's fantasy novel v'ce Versa two years later.
is not a comfortable hobbit. No wonder
Other genre appearances included the Old Man in
he leaves the world as soon as he decently
Logan's Run (1976), the Walrus in Alice in Wonder/and
can. Aragorn loses his freedom, Gandalf
(1999), the title rotes in Blaclcbeard's Ghost (1968) and
loses his humanity and his life, Dencthor
Grendel Grende! Grendel (1981, vocal only), Grandfather
loses his sanity, the Elves lose el'erythillg.
in The Phoenix and the Magic Carpet (1995) and Old
It's a book about loss. It's not a book about
winning the Good Fight. It comes very
Major in Anima' Farm (1999, vocal only).
dose
to saying that the Good Fight cannot
St.v.Green
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who is steeped in the

book. It gives the book a
visual dimension it never
had for me (I'm nOI a very

~hna~;c~:r~l~:~l;~:~:~::nk

with my own decades of acquaintance.
But no, even for somebody who loves the
book, it wasn't ultimately a satisfying film.
Wonderful, yes; spectacular, yes; deserving

Marlin writes: For those who admired the
film more than we do, Gary Wilkinsons
review (page /1) redresses my biased I'iew.

writ~s; G~ad r~

Steve !elfery
not entirely
alone J~ my heretICal Vl~WPOlfit that .

~~~~;~:;;~~;;~s;~r~ua~~~c~~lt~~smcal
bored with long

c~unks of the third film, by

~~n:~~s:::i~~;cZ~~ :Yb;~~;/;:~:r~v.'

r:r~~ ~t~sv:r~~~:,~~~:d~~~~;~:~~~tJon

ha~rowing

omit the
of t.he Shire, which
loses the pomt of the tnlogy, that you ~an

~:;~~~~::nat;;~~:;t~:lr;~~~;~~~~;;g

neg~~:otr~~::~~:'1 fail to be moved or

thrilledbyC~lasamedium.W~en.you

can do anythmgon screen, nothmgIS
epic anym<:,re, ~erely admiration oC the
mvolved rather than the

~~;~~~:~mg

Mike Brain writes: I agree with Sue
1homason about the grey boxesl
backgrounds, and yes, this edition with
slightly larger font is some improvement
However, some oC us older fans already
need more light to read by, so these grey
tints are unhelpful- perhaps there should
be a 'large print' edition like in the libraries!
All this minor criticism belies the fact the
we very much appreciate you carrying on
as Editor with a thesis to finish (I hope that
does not contain any grey boxes, as other
'old fogies' who vet your masterpiece might
also object?).
I always enjoy the media news, so it
was great to see that Tire Sparrow is to be
filmed, and we can also look forward to
HHGTTG & Red Dwarf
MQrljrl writes; We'll keep tryilrg to make
Matrix as readable as possible, tIJollgho
large-prillt editiotJ may be bey07rd ol/r
budget. As for the The Princess of Mars
adaptation, there is bad flews ill Flickers
(page /2)

Apologies for editing all the letters this
month - we just have a lot of sluffto fit in.
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Memories are
unmade of this

Martin McGrath takes a look at Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, the new film Irom one 01
Hollywood's strangest minds, Charlie Kaulman.

A

boutayearago"rcad

Charlie Kaufman's
(Eking}ohn Mlllkcwidr,
AdaptQtion) KTipt (or EtCllal

SlIruhirK of rhe Spot/tu Mind
and loved iLl think il is as fine
apirctorsrasl'vee'ftr~d

and confirmnl. my opinion that
Kaufman is one of the best writers
of speculative fiction (or any othu

~~i''''''i_''''.

typeoffiction,forthatmaller)
currenllyatwork.
So I approached this film with
sky-high upectations,but i also

had two reS<:fvations
My first concern was the
presence of ]im Caner in the lead
role of 'oel Burish. Carrey can be
funny(The Mwk) and he can Ict
(Tht Truman Show) but he can
also be ovnwhdming. 5Wttping
away decent mate~al in a rdentJess
onslaught of ruthless enthlUiasm.
On the page.
is sensitive and
(ragik and ordinary and il was
hard to imagine Carrq successfully
portraying any of those Iraits.
I n«dn't haveworrit<l,This is
by some distance Carrey's most
convincing and touching screen
outing, proof that he can act and,
more importantly, that he can
subordinate his own ego to the
material At times I entirely forgot
ponderousJy and stodgily unfold
I was watching the guy from Act
\'enturo: ~I Dtl«ti\'l! so that, later
I b«a.me increuingly frustrattd,
in the film, wMn he geu to optn up tIIen angry. I couldn't believe that
and some of his trademark gurning IN: source mattrial could haW' b«n
makd a netting appearance, there
this badly truttd,
is a StnSt in which !It's urnt<l it
After about half an hour my
and that it makes sense within the
internt perked up, ttlt film Slane<!
slory.
10 movt at a faster pace, and the
More worrying, however, was
.slowness of the opening began
the choice of director.
,..-_ _- - , to make sense.
Michtl Gondry has
From this point on
already made a hash
ElenlClISullslrille
of a good Kaufman
is a triumph _
$Cript (2001 '5 Human
combining big sf
NCllure) and has
ideas, philosophical
done very little since
coherence and
to suggest that he
emotional truth
deserved another
chance. For the first
half an hour, I began
to believe that he(l
mnsed up again. As I
satwatchingthefllm

,od

C1emffltine (Winslet) and thty fall
immediately in love. Then we skip
to the end of their relationship.}od
discovers that Oerm-ntine has used
the services of a company called
lacuna to remove him and their
relationship from her memory.
Furious, he resolves to do the same,
but when it comes to it he realises
that the cost of losing the memories
of the miserable times is the loss
of the good times. loci fights the
procedure, but fails. While this
struggle is going on in locI's head
we get to know Mary (Dunsl). She
is haVing a relationship with Stan

discarded memories of Jocl as
material to win her over.
It would be unfair 10 r~a1
more, but Etn'1laI Sun5lrine is not a
typkaI romantic comedy. Just when
you think you!ave everything
$One<! and are preparing for the
obligatory happy ending. the mm
throws viewers a curveball that is
honest, bittersweet and satisfying.
ElernalSumhineismO$tvisuaUy
impressive and inventive in the
scenes that take place in loel's mind.
Buildings disassemble themselves,
worlds shift and everything has
a touch of hyper-reality about it.
But, while the special effects ate
eye-catching, thty are kept under
control and the film's great strength
is in the relationship betwttn the
characters, which are believable and
touching.
I've already praised Carrey, but
the other nsl members also deserve
kudos. Winslet (1itanic) is. I think,
in career-best form as Clementine
and both the leads receive excellent
support from the rest of the cast.
In particular Dunst (Spider-mall)
and Wilkinson (In the Bedroom)
are excellent in small,but perfeetly
realised parts.
Etunal Sunshille is not quite
as good as the script' read - from
which the final version differs quite
coruiderably - but if! see a more
intdligenl, more cohn-ent and more
touching fantasy filin this year, I
will consider mysdfW'ry lucky
indeed. Sadly, but not surprisingly,
this darkly comic, challenging.
intellectual film has done rather
badly on release in America, but it
deserves your support. See it in the
UK from the end of April.

Director. Michel Gondry
SCreenplay: Cho!fie Koufmon

~=~~:':~:~~~~~~e

Cinemotogapher: flen

100'es Or Mien.qwiak(Wilkin$On).
We also learn Ihat the other
technician, Patridt (a post·hobbit
Wood), is staning a relationship

Wood. Knlen Dunsf.
Wtilson. Thomas Joy Ryon.
..lone Adorns

with Clementine

K~as
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Dead from the
neck up
Marlin McGralh takes a look at the remake of a classic. and wonders why they bothered.
am tntirely unable to see the
point of Ihis film. Dawn ofthe
{Rod (2004) is an efficient,
modern horror movie - by which
I mean that there is a lot of special
effects and almost no real horror.
On its own, that's Hnc, but what
is so perplexing is that the mm
purports 10 be a remake of George
Romero's 1978 Dawn ofthe Dtad
while excising from the story every
asp«! that lifted the original above
the- rnau of Khlock horror movies.

l

Dawn o/the IXlJd hardly needed

be remade, but it certainly did
nol n«d 10 be remade in this glossy,
empty. bowdIeriud form.
Comparing this ~rsion to the
original is a lesson in how inferior
10

I-;::~~~~

b.

mairutrum HoUywood movies
can be. Romero might have been
operating on a 5hontring budgrt.
and his work outside the zombie
trilogy might d1aritably only be
call«i patchy, but his Dawn of
the {Rad had ambitions to say

something important and he
possessed the imagination and
intelligence to succeed.
By contrast, this new version
has been scripted by the rnan
responsible for Scooby Doo 2 (sce
review on page 10) and is the first
directorial outing for Zach Snyder,
whose previous experience has all
~n in the making of commercials.
And commercial is precisely the
word for this new movie.
From the z.ingy one-liners to
the predictable Mshocb- and from
the cute dog (I kid you not) to the
stereotypical characters, this is as
preci~ly largeted, risk-free and
shallow a movie as it ishascvcr
~n my misfortune 10 watch. It is
more than ironic, it is laughable,
even unbelievable, Ihat Romeros
anti-consumerist original has been
transformed into this marketingfriendly, idea-free fodder. It says far
more about how cinema and society
has changed in the last thirty years
than any film ever could
Of course the 2004's Dawn does
have advantages over the original.
The new film is obviously bigger
in ~ope. Wc get to see much more
of the chaos engulfing the world

S:clnema

- the new mm does away with the
Also missing is the raiding party
original's diJcussions aboul the
who deslroy the comfortable lives
importance oflogic ~mu emotion the survivors build for themsclVd
and rqllaces them with streaming
in Ihe mall. Wilhout Ihe raiders,
TV broadcasts of riots and disasler. the dccision of the survivors to
Thil film also has far more, and fat
desert the mall.\CCms to ~ without
better looking, wmbies. Romero's
motivt, as if they get bored and
film had, perhaps, onc hundred
decide to risk their lives on a whim.
monsters, but in 2004 the zombies
Absent, too, is the satirical
congregate in football stadiumcritique of the consumerist society
sized crowds. And the special
and the dark humour that Romero
effects are far better. The wmbies
extracted from placing his monsters
ate more effectively realised and the in a palace of consumption.
aplosion$, gun shot wounds, etc. all Stripped of this extra layer of
pack a far greater punch.
meaning, the new ftlm aspires to
There are small treats too. I like
be nothing more than mindless
Ving Rhames and he is his usual
fun. The new Dd..," of the Dead
cool, $bup-tongued sdfin this
succcN5 in its limited ambitions - it
movk There is an entertaining
tan be entertaining.
selcction of lOngs (accounting for
But if that is all the filmmakers
WffiC of the mm's better jokes)
wlonted, why remake a more
though the lOundtrack is notably
SOphlSllcloted mm~ There isn'l
inferior 10 Dano Argcnto's oddball
enough respect for the original
music in the original. The updating here to suggest an Iwmagc. There
of the zombies into fast-moving,
isn't enough inlelligence 10 suggeSI
ferocious monsters (in the style of
thalthe filmmakers were offering
28 Days Ltit") makes them a far
an alternative to Romero's bleak
more convincing menace.
view of the world There is no sense
It is whlot is missing that makes
that this film updatcs the social
this film inferior to Romero's
commentary of the Romero's film.
original.
The only obvious motivation is
Gone is the moral ambiguity
that the filmmakers did not have
of the core characters. Romero's
the imagination to come up with an
policemen deliberately deserted
original idea of their own.
their posts, putting their own safety
Had this Him been given
above others: the helicopter they
another title and seuing, I don't
escaped in w",":.:"","='"='
-=thi.nk I'd have found Daw" ofthe

Dead (2004) as annoying as I did
The dumbing-down of the source
material is, ultimatcly, offensive.
You wouldn't lel a load of toddlers
loose with their crayons on Ihe
ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, and
if Gcorge Romero isn't (remotely)
in Michclangelo's class, he doesn't
deserve to have the memory of
his superior movie defaced by the
graffiti of the people who made this
carthorscofafilm.
A word of warning: if you
have to sec the film, don't leave al
the Slart of the crcdits. There isa
B/air Witch·style coda thal at leasl
rcsc:ucs the sappy ending.
Ddw" ofthe Dead seems to
hlo\'e done wcU al the box office,
espcciaUy with its young targel
audience. But my guC$$ is thai, a
decade from now, il will slill be
Romero's film people mean when
Ihey talk about Ddw" ofthe !Had.

.
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ectoc lock Snydel'
SCteenploy: Jomes Gunn
Cinematographer Motthew F
Leoneetfi
Starring: Soroh PoIey. Ving
Rhomes, Joke Weber, Mekhi
PhilElf. Ty &urrell. Michoel Kelly,
J:.evin Zegors. Michoel &orry,

lindy &ooth. Joyne Eostwood.
80yd &onks
97 minutes
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Zombie nation
Shoun of the Dead is the best zombie movie reviewed in Matrix this month, says Martin
McGralh. It is also the funniest. cutest. cleverest. nicest. best written. best directed and best
acted. If you haven·t already seen it. go now. If you only see one zombie movie this year.
make it Shaun of the Dead.
of Ille Dead with the rC'make of
Dawn of Ihe lkad (reviewed

honestly can', d«idt what
I liked best about Shau" of
fhe lkad, whether it was the
e{((tlive, oddball humour. the nut

I

doses of rcstrained. but gmuinc

horror, the tons of gulcy mm
rdefenC" dumped in to Uqt
the anal-retentive gC'n~ fan (me)
happy or the sheer, good.natured
fun of it all Whalevcf, it doesn't
malltr, b«ausc.hourt laltr, as I
sit here writing this review, I'm
still smiling about the film I just
watched.
And that has 10 bf' a good thing.
It really is impossible to discuss

SJu:um of the Dtad without referring
10 Its smaU-scrttn predecessor,
Sptucl. The two share the same
wrilu'dirKlor tC';un of Pegs and
Wright. Pretty much the whole CUi
of Sp4cm make: an appearance al
some lime and the film imports the
g«ky l~r lif~tyles of thC' sitcom
charactC'rs pretty much wholesalC'.
So if you don't ~g«" Spaud this
film might not be for you. Ho\O-cover,
if (like me) you adored that sitcom,
then Shlllm of Ihe Dead is as tasty a
treat as you could hope for.
One of the most appealing
things about Shar.m of Ihe [Had is
the delight it takes in the traditions
of the genre. This film takes its
horror pedigrC'C' SC'riousiy and,
though ifs light on gore and real
mocks(itisratfilI5),itplays
the kq dC'menu of the classic
rombiemoviC'ptTfeetlystnighL
Like aU good zombiC' movies, the
lead characters. Shaun (PC'gg), Eel
(Frost) and liz (Ashfidd) are on the
siddinesofearth-shatleringevents,
which impinge on their lives when
thC' dead begin to rise and eat the
living. like all good ::r.ombic movies,
our heroes then fortify themselves
in an unlikely location - this being
a British film, Shaun chooses a pub.
And like all good zombie movies,
they are then besieged by the
monsters and must fight for their
lives against thC' lumbering hordes.
The action SC'quC'nces are
convincingly donC', the sp«ial
coffeets good for film with a British
film industry-si:tC'd budgC't and
thC' horror momC'nlS did enough

to raise one or two gentle shrieks
amongst the laughs from the
audienceatmyscrttning.TherC'
is nothing overly fluhy in thC'
dU«tion, but Wright does enough
10 suggn! he' can comfortably
handlC' both acUon and comedy and
that he could do morC' with a bi88C'r
budget. given the: opportunity.
But Slraun of the lkad is a
comedy and all of this spooky
devernesswould hc: for nothing ifit
wasn't funny. Fortunately, there are
plenty of laughs. One of the biggest
things the film has going for it is the
prC'sence of the likeable Pegg. He's
playing safe as the bumbling loser,
C'SSC'nliallyarC'lrC'adofhischaracter
from Spcued, but he does it very
well. MorC' surprisingly, perhaps. is
how convincingly he manages the
switch 10 (still bumbling) action
hero. Add 10 that a sc:ript full of
neat joltes.some cltver sight gags

;and support from a cast that, as
well as most of the Spnad regulars.
includes;an almost unrecognisable
DyIan Moran (Black Books), Lucy
Davis (The OfficC') and Bill Nighy
(not Doctor Who) and you have a
package almost guaranteed to bring
a smile totven thC' stoniest face.
Particularly impressive is the
opening half hour. One great early
sequencehasahungoverShaun
slumble from house 10 cornershop
and home again blissfully unaware
of the chaos erupting around him.
It combines a growing sense of the
horrific with good jokes,
And lhe sight ofShaun and
Ed staggering home from the
pub singing ~White Lines- by
Grandmaster Flash & MeUe Md not
only made me laugh. but broughl
bad many happy ffiC'mories. We
n~r noticed thC' wmblC'S either.
It is hard not to comparC' Shaun

opposite). Both films have been
rC'leased in the UK within WC'C'ks of
uchother,both fealUrC' thC'risen
dC'ad ripping flesh from the living,
and both ~ thrir inspiration to
Romero's rornbie trilogy.
"SC'C'ms to me that thC' smaller,
cheaper, funnier British mm wins
out because it populates iu world
with real,likeable characters and
places them in a rC'cognisable and
plausible setling. But also, crucially,
it grabs a character and does what
all good storytelling should, it takes
him on a journey. I don'l wanllO
ascribe 100 profound a meaning to
Ihislight-hearted film,but Shaun
is a wmbie struggling through
a mundallC' twenty-something
C'Xistence in suburbia bC'forC' IM
disaster that turns C'VC'ryonC' dse
inlO flesh-ealing monsters, In a
crisis, he finds a purpose - C'VC'n if
hC' nC'VC'r learns to shoot straight. In
Dawn of tile lkad the characters are
all avatars waiting for the cue to go
into action - capable, crack shou,
tough-thearrivalofacrisisdoesn't
change them, just allows them to
strutthcirstuff,
Shewn of fhe lkad might play
for laughs, but at its core isa soft·
heartedlikeabilitythal thecruC'llC'r,
flashier Dawn of the Dead doesn't
think it nC'C'ds. Shaun of the Dead
is cleverer, more original, belter
WTiltC'n;andbelteracted.lthasthe
best movie use of a QutC'n song
sinCt lVaynes World and one of the
most plausible endings to a wmbie
moviC'C'VC'r,
If you only StC' one zombie
movie this year, make it Shmm of

the Dtad.
Director: Edgor Wrighl
:SCreenplay: Simon Pegg &
EdgorWnght

Cinematographer: Dovid M
"",""p

Starmg: Simon Pegg. Nick kos!.

Kale AstIfie6d. DykJn MOfon.
lucy Dovis. 8iI Nighy, Peter
serofinowicz. Penek>pe WIIon

99rnnutes
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Scarey movies?
Martin McGralh struggles 10 stay awake with Johny Depp and Halle Berry

A

1nen: is ntilhtt suspt'n$(' (if you
don't work out what's going on in

a double-bill of
psychological horror

I

mms go. S«m Window
and Gothikn art perfeclly suitN.

the first twenty minutes. you need

a slap) nor excitement in Gothika'j
plodding plot. The acting is flat ~n Ikrnard Hill has nothing to do
bUllili the money and run - and
there is no ont to care about. This
is the first English language film by
director Kassovitz (La Haint) and it

- combining, as they do, neither
~chological insight nor a fright
worth the name.
In the Slephen King adaptation
Surd Window Mort (Depp) is a
writer living alone, suffering from
writer's block and recovering from
a traumatic divorce. Then Shooter
(Turturro) turns up,claimingtnat
Mort stole his story and demanding
that he fIX the ending.
Secret Window has two things
going for it,oneof which is
Turturro,infineformasthe
Mvillain Shooter. The other is
writer/director Koepp (Stir of
Ech()f!$ <Uld as writer on Spider-/1Io",
Jurassic Park <Uld Corlitos Way). He
can't quile escape the sdf-uguding
slraitjacket of King's original story,
bul at leasl he presents it in a
competenl <Uld wdl·writlen form.
Sure' Window is let down by Mort.
Thechanctersleepsorsl«pWa.1Jcs
through much of the nory and
M

~.,~Sim~p~IY~t"'ii~O"~"mll!'_--'

Depp looks daz.ed as he coasts
throughthefUm.
The ending isn't exactly a
surprise, if you've been paying
anenlion,bul il is nicely creepy.
Its hard 10 imagine anyone getting
excited by S«ret Wlndowor
wanting 10 see it twice. but it is an
easy on the eye, if slightly dull. film.
Even allowing for S«ret
Windows ordinuiness, Gothi/ca
is significantly worse, Miranda
(Berry) is a psychiatrist in a menial
hospilal and is uaspenled by

Chloe (Cruz) who daims she is
~ing nped by the devil. Then
Miranda drives home through
astorm,a.lmoslrunsovera
mysterious figure and cruh~
When she comes around, she is in
a ceU in her own hospital and being
accused of murdering her h~nd.
h turns OUI she's bring pos:sesKd
by the ghostly figure ofherOOss's
dead daughter. and has to pul righl
the wrong that was done to her.
And, in theproccss she willMlearn
to listen to her patients (barl1),
M

Out of Toon
Nothing here to get animated about, says Martin McGralh.

t is more than fifteen year's
old, but Who Framed Roger
Rabbit remains the best
combination of cartoon and
real characters in a movie. Two
recent releases, Scooby-Doo 2:
Monsters Unleashed and Looney
Tunes: Back in Action won't be
changing that fact.
The first Scooby.Doo movie
had a couple of good jokes at
the eKpense of the loathsome
Scrappy. The sequel lacks even
these, though - as the title
suggests - it does feature the
television programme's most
famous monsters, notably Miner
4ger and Captain Cutler's Ghost.
Shaggy (Ullardj imd Scooby are
well realised and there are some
not too terrible jokes, but even
the sight of Sara Michell-Gellar
going all Buffy on the Scooby
ghosts doesn't compensate for
an pervading sense of dullness,
Overall it's hard to imagine
anyone getting much out of the
movie.
I didn't eKpect much from

I
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Scooby Doo 2 but there was a
time when a new movie by Joe
Dante (The Howling, Gremlins,
The 'burbs, Matinee) would
have had me queuing outside a
cinema and I hoped that Looney
Tunes: Back in Action would
see a revival in the director's
fortunes.
Dante's best films are filled
with dense layers of pop-oJlture
references. As a film geek
making films, only Quentin
Tarantino comes close to
matching Dante fOf' the depth of

his knowledge about film. Some
of this survives in Looney Tunes
in two memorable and enjoyable
sequences. The first, inside a
laboratory filled with monners,
gives you the only chance to see
a working Dalek this side of the
new Or Who and features beasts
from This Island Earth, Forbidden
Planet. Them! and The Day of
the Trifflds, The other sequence
takes place in an art gallery and
is a perfect tribute to the great
Warn@f" Brothers Qlrtoons of the
past - even taking the risk of

making jokes about art,
These are Looney Tunes' high
points. Almost everything else is
tedious. I still can't work out how
a film that featured both Wile E
Coyote and Marvin the Martian
could be this consinently boring.
Steve Martin, even by recent
standards, is embarassingly bad.

Dreclor: Joe Dante
SCleenpIoy.lorry Doyle
Slcrmg~ Brendon Froser. Jenno
Btmon. Steve Morhn, Tmothy
DoIton, Heather lockJeor, Joon

Cusock:
90minules

......

~ector: Rota

Gosnell
creenploy: Jomes Gunn
Starring: Freddie Prime Jr. Soroh
Michene Genor, Molthew Ullord,
Undo CordineHi, Seth Green,
Peter Boyle, Time Bloke Nelson,
AJlcioSilverstone.
I
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Return to
Middle Earth
Matrix doesn't normally review the same film twice, but since The Lord of the Rings trilogy is,
without question, the biggest fantasy film event to dote, and since our the first review was
somewhat controversial, we've given Gory WlIklnson the chance to provide 0 more positive
review of Peter Jackson's final instalment - The Return of the King.
t's been two years sin<:c Tile
Fellowship of the Ring hit
cinema screens and the whole
cnlcrprisc has bt:en seven years

I

in Ihemaking,but the final film
in the trilogy that is Tile Lordc!
the Rhlgs has now arrived. And
what a film! Whilst other movie
franchiseS,likeStilrWarsand The
Ma/rix, have floundered, this onc
has gone from strength 10 strength.
In sheer special effects terms

alone each instalment has surpassed
the last, and Tire Rerum of tile
Ki/lg has more effects than the
first two put together, The war of
the ring reaches its peak. The dark
lord Sauron, after the defeat of his
ally Saruman in The Two Towers,
turns his attention directly to the
kingdom of men.
His armies are massing, and
never before have such armies
been seen on the screen. If you
thought the battle of Helm's Deep
was spectacular then, in those
immortal words: ~You ain't seen
nothing yet!~ The three battles that
form the core of the film are so
huge, with over twenty thousand
digital participants, that another
room had to be built at the effects
house to store the extra computer
equipment needed to render all
the scenes. Director Jackson's
horror background ensures that
these conflicts are anything but
the anaemic fare seen in the other,
aforementioned, film trilogies.
There's plenty of blood and guts and
severed heads and trolls and winged
beasts and giant pachyderms. He
gets his camera right into the heart
of the action, swooping around like
a documentary maker.

(Noble) - poised between arrogance
and madness - is taking no action.
McKellen's Gandalf, now the heroic
White Wizard, has to take charge
himself. Plus it all starts to get a bit
serious for the pair of mischievous
hobbits, Merry (Monaghan) and
Pippin (Boyd) transformed from
jokers to warriors. And, above it all,
Aragorn (Mortensen) has to achieve
his destiny and return as king.
In the meantime Frodo and Sam
must somehow drag themselves
towards Mount Doom. Gollum is
not being exactly helpful. leading
Frodo into giant spider Shelob's
lair for one of the best, if not
the very best, drawn-out movie
monster moments. I shudder
10 think how someone who is
actually arachnophobic would
react to this sequence. Andy Serkis,
in collaboration with the CGI

fan~yO;:;;:~~~:;:e;~ ~so~~;~~

;:~~~~:~~:e;r~:t~~:a;:: b;~l~~:~~ ~~:~~:'~:::~t tt:ed~~:~7:;t~ng

behind the spectaele. Sometimes the We even see him 'in the flesh' for
moments of stillness are when this
Gollum's origin story in the first
film is at its most intense. Because,
scene of the film. Elijah Wood's

is, there are one or two moments
when Jackson fumbles the bal1.
Partially it's Tolkien's fault - for
instance, he was never one for
female characters. Although
Jackson has given them increased
significance, they still struggle to
make the on-screen impact that the
blokes do. (And there are a lot of
blokes. I've not mentioned Gimli,
Legolas, Theoden or Faramir yet, all
who have significant contributions.)
The romance between Arwen
(Tyler) and Aragorn is largely a
side issue for most of the film and
Eowyn (daughter of King Theoden)
goes into battle disguised as a male
warrior but gets one particular duff
piece of (non-Tolkien) dialogue.
Sadly, and more importantly,
there is the void left by the absence
of Christopher Lee's superb
Saruman, For one it gave a face to

this time. Wait for the inevitable
extended DVD for 7mins of Lee.
Wail forever for the Scouring of the

welling music and soft-foc~ slo_
mo, they have more than a whiff
of Gorgonwla to them, Although I
can understand why he omitted il,
the Scouring would have added a
touch of humanity to the epic.
But a few stumbles certainly
don'tdetraCl from the journey as
a whole. With Re/urn of the King
Jackson has proved himself the
king of cinema and J eagerly await
his next voyage. Because, leaving
Middle Earth, he is now headed for
Skull Island and a remake of King
Kong.

~~~~~~~,~,

8Hty
Boyd, Bemord Hi., Ion Holm, Ion
Mct::elen. Viggo Morlensen,
John Noble. Mirondo ono,

:~~i:~:~~~~ss~~;~n~e:g~~n~~ r~~~~:a;a:i::s~~~t;~~~ta~~::t ~~~:~:n~:)e::::u':~~~:~~:t:er i~~~~~~\I~~~.S~d

::
adversity. Minas Tirith is under
these scenes.
filmed. Jackson's multiple endings
~~n::;e;h Wood
siege but itssteward,Denetho.:...,_ _-"Uo:::fo::.:rtunately,good asthefi1m---..:d~o~",:"m".'t~o~drn~g~'I~ighhtltl!.'Y'",od~w~it~h_~~~~~~~~
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Princess in
trouble

-

EINE

Fanlaslic Films Weekend

T~e~h~~:::~:t~~:C~:~

May
22 and 23 at the National Museum
of Photography, Film & Television,
Bradford. The 48 hour film
marathon features all three Lord
of Ihe Rings films, a Terence Fisher
double-bill (Brides of Dracula and
Tire Devil Rides DUI), GO.ZlI and
Batlle Royate 11: Requiem. There will
also be a Douglas Adams tribute.
Further details on www.nmpfl.org.uk/
~Im or email filmnews@nmsLoLuk.

More Scanning

I~h~~~:~ta~~uL~:~a:~~;hdool

of Rock) wanted to adapt Philip K
Dick's A Scanner Darkly using the
weird ~animationntechnique seen
in his earlier film Waking Life. It
now appears that the project has
taken a step further with Keanu
Reeves (Malrix) keen to star and
the George Clooney/Stephen
Soderbergh production company
Section 8 producing. It still
seems impossible that this can be
commercially viable, but Flicker
can't help wanting to see it.

Running again

B~:~,s~~~::b7;~~s~~~::fo~:S
X-Men

work starts on
J. No cast
details, but it appears the age of
termination has been cuI from 30
to 2 I - malting the new film more
teen.friendly.

More Spidey
Obert Rodriguez's plans to direct the adaptation of
Burrough's A Princess of Mars may be in jeopardy. The

R

director recently resigned from the Directors' Guild of
America - the trade union for Hollywood film directors· so
that he could give comic creator Frank Miller a co-director
credit on the forthcoming Sin City. Such credits are against the

Guild's policy. But Paramount, the company that is producing
and owns the rights to the John Carter stories, is a signatory
to the Directors' Guild's code of practice and will only employ
Guild members to work on its films.
Paramount have a budget of $100 million set aside for John
Carter's first adventure on Barsoom and have said they want
to match the scale and scope of Peter Jackson's Lord of the
Rings trilogy.
Rodriguez quit the Directors' Guild once before, ten years
ago, to work on one part of Four Rooms * though he later
rejoined.
At the time of writing, Rodriguez seems set on neither
rejoining the Guild nor leaving A Princess of Mars, having
already done significant work in pre·production and built new
studios and special effects facilities in Texas for the project.
This leaves Paramount in an awkward position and the future
of what they hoped would be a major new film franchise in
some doubt.

12:cinema

T:i~~~:~:li:'~~~i~::ished,

but Marvel and Sony are already
planning further adventures for
Spider-Man. A third outing is
already locked, set for release
in 2007, with director Raimi
commilled and star Maguire
almost certain to return. But that
is not all. The two companies are
already in discussions about even
more Spider-Man films· at least
another three and perhaps even
more beyond that. Of course with
over forty years of Peter Parker's
adventures to pick from, there's
plenty of material.

Walerwars

L~~:~ (1;1~:~~~:e;:~~~lh~:::")
is worlting with Andrew Niecol
(The Trllltlan Show) on a dual·
language (English and HindO sf

movie to be made in India. Called
Paa"i,thefilm is set in Mumbai
25 years in the future. Water has
become a scarce resource and is
used as currency. Paanitells a love
story set against the background
of a war that breaks out over who
has conlrol of the remaining water
supplies. With a budget of over $20
million Kapur has been quoted as
saying that he hopes the film will do
for Indian cinema what Crouching
Tiger, Hiddtn Dragon did for Asian
films in America.

Keep an eye on Eye

n

oberl Jordan's fantasy epic The
.I\.Eye of the World, the first part
of his Wheel of Time series, has
been optioned for film, television,
video games and merchandising
rights by Red Eye Entertainment.
Jordan's massively successful Wheel
of Time novels have sold more
than
million copies in America
alone. It is not clear what trackrecord Red Eye Entertainment have
in gelting anything made: they
describe themselves as a firm that
~bullds global value in franchise
entertainment properties and
are not a production company
themselves.
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Spielberg 01 War

T::::::e %~h~n~:~d~;~:~~en
Spielberg and will star Tom Cruise,
V",riely reports. David Koepp
Uurassic Park) is writing the script
and shooting is expected to start
later this year.

Episode 3 dale
tar Wars Episadt Three will
be released in America and
Canada on May 19,2005. There is
no confirmation on other releases,
but unlike the previous two movies
in the second trilogy, there will be
no worldwide simultaneous release
Lucasfilm is said to be preparing for
a July release in Japan.

S

Xfador
avid Duchovny claims that
there will be a new X-Files
movie. Talking at a press conference
for his new film Connit and Car/a,
Duchovny said: -It's definitely
happening. Chris has a great idea
for a new movie and I expect we'll
be able 10 begin shooting in the
next year or so: Is there still a
market for the X-Files? Even an
ex-X-fan can't summon up much
enthusiasm.

D

Reboot camp

re

Denls Jackman reckons it's time we gave an old Soldier another chance.
n thtface ofil Soldilr
is just another movie in
theCyborxlTumirrator
genre that may have you rnching
immediately for the eject button
on your DVD. But in this case, if
you do, you'd be rowing out on a

O

Irnt.

The story centres on the
conditioned soldier Sergeant Tood

3465 (Russell),who is discarded
aftcr a better model is grown.
Presumed dead after a training
accident, TOOd is dumped with
the rubbish on a distant p1ann
inhabited by srttIers who wen'
shipwrecked many run befon:.
Th~ take him in and adopt 1Um.ln
return Todd later saves them from
Colonel Mekum (nicely portra~
by lsaacs), the mlleadet of the new
brecdofsoldicl'5.
This, however, is simplifying
the storyllne. There are expansive
opening sequences Ih.1 explain
how TOOd came to bc, combat
scenes and littlevigncucsofaction
that showTodd to be' a le;m, mem,
Itillingmachine.
Rll$$tU is a trtat as Todd;

"'I

~

using just 200 words of dialogue
(tverything dse is left to
upression;md body l;mguage), he
is exl;:dknt. The supporting cast
is surprisingly strong. with kaacs,
Ltt,PtrtwffandBuscyallgiving
good performances.
The script is by Blade Runn"
writer David Webb Peoplts
and the two storics arc linked;
check out Todd's service record
during the opening stquence.
The underlying story, in between
the action, is that humanity will
conquer all.
Maylx thert is a cautionary tale
hat for our society, on how we
thould treat our soldiers who are
(Juppo$td to be) fighting in our
name. The scents betwffn Todd
and the civilian Mace (Penwee)
se~ to show the gulf be'tw~n the
ordinary people and the soldier.
When Todd reaches across that
gap, to offer assistance to the mute
child Nathan, it is misunderstood
and he is cast out. However it Sttms
that it is only Nathm who truly
understands Todd.
At the end you are Itft

=

But this film has more depth to it.
The action scents are well scripted
and theending,cven ifit is too
pat, is good fun. We sce too little
of Kurt Russdl in roles like this
(Jade. O'Neill, Snake Plisslcin);md I
persomUy wouJd like to sce more.
I want to know what happened
after the Trinity Moons? Where
did Todd go? Will he ever organise
sentencts and address people
by gender? Above alii want this
to have a TV spin off series like
Stargatt, that other underrated Kurt
Russell sf action movie. But then
I am a dreamer, I watch the stan
from the gutter that is hum;mity.

wondering about the qucstion -what
is humanity?- Certainly there is a
more going on here thm you might
expeet, and the old SF lecture on
-beware the futures you are making
now" is trotted out. There are other
fUrns that have covered similar
ground- UniJ'trSal Solditr, Soio,
CyborJ and even Terminator - and
had greater commercial success.

:C::~"m~~;n-? Thft IOUnds promising,

Time nas five fingers, apparently. What is, what
was, what will be, what could have been and what
could be to come.
What happened to the thumbs?
I don't know.
You can't do anything without a thumbl Ask a
dolphin.

~~s~!!ii!~;;i;oiiill~~'=.::,~':::.t:o~~?
This female sf writer, Tuckef (T.""mi Manhews

- who once played Madonna) gets blasted by
radiation at a H·80mb test and, instead of just

dying of radiation poisoning, she becomes 11 Mnon•
linear person.I an be non-line.,. too, after enough whisky,
Ever jumped forward 44 years in time?
Not recently,
Well Tuckef does, and meets Drew (Nicole Zaray
- who was once streetwalker no.7 in Whore 2)
whow life is fallling apart
YCKI'd think it cCKlId only be getting b.tt;..... aft...
.~rstartlih~?

Now she travels through time, but doesn't know it.

~~~~~~~~!J
Martin Mdirclh gets brieR, ..dIed at the
prQnIlJe of Ki.lIlesblons III 1997's
SHciy fi",.rs 01
It's nothing

Isn't isn't
thatthe
tJvetime
of an
This
to of
getus?
profound. We meet ISMe
(James Urbaniak). He's Tude.er's ell and also a
M
Mnon·linear person. With Tucker, he drags Drew
Into an increasingly weird set of situations, mostly

like Pi,.mm-Tolef m. doi_1

~::Iv~~r~~i~::~~~~::~_~:~\~~C~r~~e.

n..

n..,

Waitl lflblans? Why didn't you say 50?
Don't be so sad l Anyway, there's nothing gOing on
ellcept some snogging.
A_...
Then Tucker gets two fingers in the mail.
Now that 50uncls dirty,
They're in an envelope and they're decaying
Ughl Maybe they're the ""ssing thumbs?
They',.. definitMy fingers

Ar-e they time's finpn? 00 they look 5tkIcy?
How woukt I know? Tuckef and Drew go to a

bookshop. Tuckef looks up radiation poisoning
and diKovefs that standing next to an ellploding
nuclear devk:e is probably ausing hef" nosebleeds
and thinning hair. Drew, meanwhile, finds a copy
of Tucker's book. The Sticky Fingers of TIme, but
the author's photograph shows Ofelia, and there's
a newspaper cutting that proves that Tucker won't
die of radiation poisoning.
Thalt's good news.
Not really, it says she geu shot as soon as she
goe1i back to her own time.
Ofl••. not 50 good. So then what happens?
Drew tries to change the past. Or is it the Mure'
DIMS

it work?

Erm.. kind of... watch the movie.
So how do the critics d.scribe this film?
MLesbian Pi-like sci-fi flick. say Total Film.
M

I'd buy thatl But how would you describe It?
As pretentious as Mulhollllnd Drive, but without
the rude bits. A disappointing night in for the lads.

--OVO:13
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Bubbaling under
"We couldn't tell them the truth. That Elvis and JFK were chosing on Egyptian mummy
that wos wearing cowboy duds.... We didn't wont them to think we were crozy." Clever
direction and strong performances make Bubbo Ho-Tep 0 surprisingly thoughtful. enjoyable
experience. says Martin McGra!h. Bring on the She-Vampires!
Ubba Ho-T~p.from Don
Coscarelli (five Phmrlasrns

B

baM'd

andtwo&astmastcrs),
a 10e R Lansdalc

011

short 5lory,largets evcrygeck's
erogenous zones and gives them
a hefty tweak. The idea is suitably

wacky. The casting, cspeciaUy of
Campbtll (£I·U [Rad), is inspired
and the bUll from the few people
who'd managed 10 M'C the mm
(which was completed in 20(2)
wasinlenM".
The very faet thal ;umost no one
had managed to Kt BubOO Ho- TqJ
- because it had only a very limitN
cinema re~~ in A~riu and had
b«n s«n only at scattered festivab
in Europe - helped give the film
thal ~nlial cult m~ique long
befotT the opening titJes roll~
Having seen it, at last, my
imprmion is that Bubba Ho- Tti'
is an odd, surprising rdm that may
disappoint many of the expectations
built up by the delayed release. It is
by no means a bad film, and it will
certainly win a place in the heart of to be the late American president
those who enjoy quirky B-movie's,
dyed black by a scheming Lyndon B
but it will disappointlhose who
Johnson. but the film treats the tale
arc expe<:ting a straightforward
and the character with respect. In
popcorn romp. The first thing to
the warped, strangely empty world
be clear about is that this is not the
of the old folks' home, onc mad
broad, campy horror movie that thl: story is as good as any other and
title and plot summary might lead
deserves to be taken at face value.
you to expect.
In the w.me way, thestory of two
Thert is humour - particularly
old men fighting a soul-sucking
in Campbelrs pitch perf«t
monster is played as straight as
E1vis narration - but it is dark.
possible. Bubbn HQ- Tep rarely takes
earthy to the point of vulgarity
tht obvious route to laughs - Elvis
and sometimn poigllMll. Large
is never suddenly reinvigorated
swathes of this film focus on the
to work his mojo against the evil
aging Preslcy's regrets (his failed
beut. TheMaction~suchas it is,
marriage to PriKilla, the loss of
is pmty much what yuu'd expect
usa Marie. the
from h.IO arthritic
terrible movies,
old men, one in
the drugs) and on
a wheelchair, the
the obsessions of
other on a walking
an old man who
frame. There is one
has a MgroWlh on
slapstick moment
his pecker" and
~ -when some
whose life revolves
kung fu styling
around mealtimes
goes predictably
and fear of dying.
wrong-but if a
The key to this
septuagenarian
film, however, is .......'-'~....!W---Elvis and i l l
Ossie Davis (Do tire Riglrt Thing) as octogenarian JFK wert' going
JFK. The audience aren't expected,
to bailie against a supernatural
I think, to take seriously his claims
monster, well, this is pretty much

14:0VO

what it would look like. Which
means that those hoping for kickass fight scenes are going to be
disappointed.
In many ways, then, Bubba HoTep simply doesn't work.
It doesn't deliver as an actionl
horror flick. CascoreUi does a fair
job of making the decrepit old
folks home feel spooky, but there
are no jump-out-of-the-Kat horror
moments or psychological tricks
and the plot is too straightforward
to deliver any surprises. Worst of all.
the film's low-budget limitations are
cruelly aposed when the monster
finally does appear on KJ«n.
Nor is Bubbn Ho-Tep the knockabout comedy tht silly premise will
lead the viewa- to expect. The jokes
are good, but the dark humour and
atmosphere of d«line and decay
are not going to appeal to everyone.
Yet, despite all this, I enjoyed this
film. There is a surprising warmth
about the way the characters
arc portrayed. Both Davis and
Campbell are immensely likeable
and the respect accorded to their
stories makes the film far more
successful that it might have been
had it been played just for laughs.

Campbetl, especially, is brilliant as
Elvis. His impersonation of The
King is spot on and frequently
touching. When, in a moment of
reflection he asks himself: MWhy
didn't the fame and money hold off
old age and death?M Bubba Ho· Tep
takes a giant leap beyond what I'd
been hoping for.
Bubba Ho- Tep is emphatically
not what I expt:eted, but when the
credits rolled to an end, I found
myself genuinely pleased to s«
the promiK that: MElvis returns in:

Bllbbn Nosfemtu: "Curse of the She-

\'ampires-.
Make it this surprising.and I'll
be there.
Thank you very much!

.o!.Core
motogropher Adorn

Wr'~/[)rectorDor

lon ' "

StOrTIng. Brvce Compbell
O~sie DovlS. EBo Joyce. Reggl8
BOMi$ler. BOb Ivy. Lorry Penne~.
Heidi Momhout
92 minutes
Ivbba Ha-rep will be avoUable
on Region 1 (US) OVD from 25
May, 2004
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Daemons return
"Immediately absarbing and Ultimately satisfying." Stuart Maddisan cauld hardly be happier
with Daemos Rising. from Reeltime Pictures. He enjayed the plat. the acting and the special
effects... if only they'd left out "that Star Trek crap" at the end.
mm~diatdy

are many references for Who fans
10 "\'OUr) - and even ties into Telos
Publishings TIme Hunter noveUu..
dir«torKrith Barnfathershould
Damos Rising's problems are
p1eue lovers of Doctor !Vho, of
realJ.y th~ of plausibility within
which it is an unoffidalspin-off.
the plot logic. E\'en if one is
and tht I<'S$ demanding genre fan.
familiar with the prolagonists from
There are no former Wllo slats
Dowlltime, their acceptance of
in theusl,bul Ihelnitial release
some bizarre happenings and fazed
is splendid in the DVD format;
reactions to others can't help but
jar. Later, a confessed insubstantial
Iwo firsls for Reehime Pictures,
'ghosl' is seen 10 close a door
I think. This is ambitious stuff
- something the actor (Andrew
- I 'ghost story' set in the prewnl,
but with shadows of humanity's
\Visher, wn of Michael - Davros
himsell'!) questions in another
ancient past and. visitation from a
dislurbingpossible future.~mM
featurelte, though no explanation is
Rising has b«n ~auti(ullyshot on
forthcoming. And why no ominous,
high-quality video and prepared
dragging, stone-on-stone footstep5
as the 'cold' Kate stalks the real one
for DVD with pretty much all the
profe$5ionalism onC' would exp«t
at the dimax~ A touch like that
would have been highly effective
from a genuine BBC release with a
(ull TV budget behind it.
-and useful for deterrnining who's
who when, unintentionally, things
The sloryopcnswith a classy
narration in the immediately
get a lillle confusing.
Finally, the denouement
recognisable \"Oice of one-time
possible Doctor,lan Richardson.
........._--,-...,.,._-,........""',.-,,
-,,--' - though blessed with CGI effects
rat of the smaU cut excels with
depths of the Onon countryside
that do not disappoint - dips into
The scene is further set by MI
some difficult material and the sart and run, imaginative use is madt' of what one episode of Red D"''Ar!
evoc.ath1: opening 5e'quem:e that
of SFx- added-afterwards acting
locations in and around MI isolated
memorably dubbM 'that Slar Tm:
reminds those in the Know of the
challenges that are the mainstay
c()(tage and a locaJ tourist atlraction crap: as alien and human debate
lecturegivenbyJonPe~in
of the genre. The standout,
that makes a wonderful, memorable the concept of love. The ending of
The ~mons, the popular 1971
as ex-UNIT captain Douglas
setting for the story's rmal chapler.
original Who serial The fumol"lS
Doelor Who slory providing the
Cavendi~h, is Miles Rkhardson,
Spoiler.phobes skip to the nexl
has oflen been derided, though it's
main inspiration here. This qUite
of whom a great deal is expected
paragraph now, as I must uy that
not actually as bad as this. Since,
wonderful opening is hardly let
as the maracter juggles madness,
the sudden shift from the earlier
thankfully, the original's other faults
down by a narrative that proceeds.
suppressed feelings (or Kate and a
open surroundings to the endosed
- notably unconvincing monster
atasteadilyquickeningpace,toa
creeping
terror.
Richardson's
lotally
suburranean
environment
of
the
designs
_ are not reproduced here,
conclusion that may, admittedly,
convincing performance shows that stunning Kents Cavern &show cavn~ Da!mos' cod philosophising cannot
disappoint some. Forgiving Who
his limited previous screen-acting
came a.s a ma.rvdlous surprise for
be a deliberate, but misguided,
fans and M1yone who apprrciates
this viewer.
homage. Luck.iJy, though, wt
the work that goes into such labour- credits in no way reflect his talents.
of-love 'amateur' productions will.
Anothtt of the production's
Those who remember hiding
the-n ge:t a rather good last scene
strengths is the aunospheric music
however, certainly f~l they've got
behind the soCa as children will
that offsets thLs clumsiness and
from the modest Alistair Lock
enjoy the general spookiness and
offers possibilities for the future
their money's worth. As should be
(who is also called upon 10 surpass
mounting tension as the forces
of the characters and of R~ltime
the case, the various making-of
of darkness move against Kate
productions, too. I look forward
featurettes induded on the dis<: add himself wilh some voice work).
and the increasingly troubled
to seeing what happens next.
to one's appr/'daliotl of the film, not His score is sure to send shivers
up a few spines. Damos'visuals,
Douglas. There's more than a
(Somelhing involving Ihe roving
to one's enjoyment of it.
are
worthy
of
a
mainstream
touch
of
Snpphire
and
Stet/to
the
vampiric
monoliths from The
100,
We are quickly
drama. Able director proceedings. as acknowledged by
Stones of Blood, perhaps)
introduced to
Katekthbridge:Barnfather and his
scrttnwriter Howt in another of the
.".
tiny team work
behind-the-scenes pieces. R~ltime
Stewart (CrnsmMl)
wonden with some
has used a number oC differenl
SDlector:r.-.ee:.NcrIher
_
- daughter of the
terrific lighting and
writers (I aWllt their call!) and thLs
Brig, don'tcha Know.
~DovfdJHowe
just a. few choice
is exceUent for, apparently, a first
Hers is the only
props, notably a
effort. However, in the brief running
performance that
time, Howe's script atlempts too
convincing book
sHghtly lets the side
- · ...
of spells and the
much. A sequel 10 the previous
down-though
fabulous statue that
Reeltime drama, DOlVlllime, as
intcrestinglysheis
o win a CopJ 01 . . . . . .
graces
the
DVD
well as to The Damons, it also has
better as a seductive
cover. The story is set to encompass references to other
evil twin towards the
and ~ Hlmed in the Doctor Who stories (visually there
storys climax. The

I

ab50rbing and

ultimately 5atisfying, the
latest drama from productr·
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Christopher Ecdeston earned the
bookies Cl lot of money when he

was named as the ninth Doctor.
Ecdeston, whose credits include
eXistenZ, 28 Days Later and
The Second Coming (with series
writer/producer Russell T Davies)
told journalists that working with

Dayjes again was Cl big draw:
"This man can give the Doctor Cl
wisdom, wit and emotional range
as far.reaching as the Doctor's
travels in time and space. It's
going to be a magnificent, epic, entertaining journey, and I can't wait
to startl"
Also .announc~ was the w~it.ing te~m that will work on.the
new series. Experienced televIsion writer and genre novelist Paul
Cornell got the nod, a~ did Mark Gattiss (The LeagUe ?' ~e~t'eme?),
B
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WhY

has Superman lasted so long? There can hardly be Cl duller
character in all of fiction. Capable of doing almost anything,
it is true, but practically invulnerable and with the moral
complexity of Mam's apple pie, the big boy scoul is guaranteed to do the
right (that is, American) thing in any given situation. Add to all this the
charisma of a two-by-four, and the fact that Siegel and Shuster's caped
heTO is still going after almost seventy years seems incredible.
Onc argument for the Kryptonian's continued popularity casts him
as the archetypal power fantasy of the pubescent boy. Awkward and
ordinary on the outside,. under.neath

hi~ day-to-.day clothes is a seething

:~~el~~o:v~reh:~~;:;i;:I:~tDa~::b~':a~a:X:e~i:~;.~fthe best it°i:~:~~;:~::;~g~~~~scl~:~I~~~:;~:~~~~:~e~~7ss~~::~:~~~~~~~se.

J The show's producers are in negotiations wit:the creators of
some of the series' original monsters _ including, it is reported, the
estate of author Terry Nation for the rights to use the Daleks. The
BBC Publicity department say that negotiations are "going well"
but stressed that it was still to early to confirm which of the Doctor's
rogues' gallery would appear in the new series.
Filming of thirteen forty-five-minute episodes starts in cardiff this
spring and transmission is scheduled for 2005.

It's frelling back!

Even more from

R;f::r:.:~;~:;~~~~~rican Sci-Fi
cable channel Sci·Fi has
T~~O~~~:O~h:I:~:I~:~~i~ues
finalized a deal to air Farscape:

the US cable network's policy
of adapting major genre titles.
Larry Niven's Ringworld will be
made as a four-hour miniseries.
Jim Butcher's Dresden Files, the
story of a wizard making a living
as a Chicago PI, will be adapted
as a film and "backdoor" pilot
Wizard all at Csea for a possible continuing series.
Clive Barker will produce
he Sci-Fi Channel's adaptation
of Ursula K LeGuin's Earthsea History of the Devil, a six-hour
series about the devil's attempts
stories is taking shape. Shawn
Ashmore (X-Men), Danny Glover to litigate his way back into
heaven. Witchhunter Robin is
(Predator 2), tsabella Rosselinni
a live action adaptation of a
(Blue Velvet) and Kirstin Kreuk
popular Japanese anime series.
(Smallvi/le) will star in the four·
Bruce Campbell {Evil Dead} will
hour miniseries, to be directed
write and direct two films, Stan
by Rob Ueberman, veteran of
numerous genre television shows Lee will produce three and Joel
Schumacher (Batman Forever)
including The X-Files, The Dead
will produce an as yet untitted
Zone and Jake 2.0.
Earthseawill tell the storyofa ongoing series described llS V
GecI {Ashmore) a powerful young meets Sex and the City.
Other projects include
wizard who seeks guidance from
Amazing Screw-On Head from
an old master, Ogion (Glover),
Mike Mignola (He/lboy) and, in
and struggles to reunite the
Monster Mash. special effects
kingdom. The adaptation is
expert Stan Winston will create
based on the first two novels in
monsters that fight each other.
the series.
Peacekeeper War, a four-hour
miniseries that will tie up all the
loose ends left dangling when
the network axed the space
opera last year. Production has
wrapped and is slated to air at
the end of the year.

T
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school~ys created the chara~ter as an outlet for their fantaSies and a

reflecllon of their impotence l~ the face of.the grown up world.
Whether or not you buy thIS psyc~ologlCal profile, the argument is
done no h~rm whatsoever by Smal/vllle.
Smal/vllle recreates Superman as a teenage soap-opera. With the
pressures of school, the first fumbllngs of adolescence and the centrality
of belonging, whatever the costs, Smal/ville perfectly encapsulates all the
horrible things about teenage life that Superman is supposed to provide
escape from.
And yet, Superman is entirely absent.
Faced with the question: "How do you make Superman interesting?"
Smal/ville creators have decided to remove him from the equation.
Of course there is Clark Kent (Tom Welling), neophyte alien superhero,
learning how to use his powers (not all of which have developed) and
being taught the importance of doing the right thing in a rural idyll. To
keep him busy there are girls, particularly Lana (Kirsten Kreuk), and Lex
Luthor's evil father Lionel (John Glover hamming it up brilliantly) and
there are a host (nearly one every episode!) of kryptonite-empowered
mutants threatening the American idyll. Should Clark get too big for his
boots, the town is also smothered in nasty green Kryptonite.
Even though he's been sidelined, Smell/vil/es biggest weakness remains
Superman. The need to shackle Clark, to prevent him simply sweeping
aside obstacles in the plot, means that some wicked character or another
is always working out that he has these amazing powers and immediately
working out how to counteract them with the abundant Kryptonite. It is a
fundamental weakness of the Superman character, he is just too powerful,
dependable and predictable.
Add to this the recycling of plot ideas and the irritating, willthey!won't
they relationship ~tween Lana and Clark and one must ask how long
Smal/ville can go on reworking the same formula. Longevity questions are
made more acute by the facl that the star, Wellings, is now 27. He no longer
looks oul of place in a High School - it has gone far beyond that - he 100k5
downright creepy.
Srnallville lacks anything one might call creativity or originality, but it
does have the occasional interesting episode - in season three I enjoyed
both ~Extinction" and ~Hereafter" and it was nice to sce Christopher
Reeve's return in"Legacy.~
Smal/ville is diverting enough and it seems solidly set in the ralings, so
that a return for a fourth season appears a certainty, but there is nothing
inspiring or exciting about it. It is hard to understand why it, like its absent
hero, has survived so long.

Dear John
"He hod to be stopped, tor 011 women were his playthings and 011 men his pawns." Admit it.
you're reaching for your credit cord olreadyi Andy Sawyer wonders whether anyone got
what they expected from Olaf Stapledan's Odd John.

y

ou wonder what they
tllOugllt they were buying.
An apparently naked
man with bulbous, staring ~es
is coming out of the sea. Facing
the uader is a rKlining naked
woman. You QII Idl that $he
is naked because one arm and
some convenient branchn from a
CUI-Up log are mastdy covering
parU of heT anatomy which might
cause: complaints (rom the prudish
if they were revealed. but these
attempts al modesty only dnw
altention 10 the facllhal she is as
nude as only a badly-drawn cover
of a soft-porn novd can proclaim
nudity, The blurb reads
He had to be stop~d

For Q~~;:;::::i~~:::llings
Oo-tf gosh, Time for a cold
shO'oO'er. Ont can imagint the
incrtdulow la.ughter if the ~a.dtr
of the novd weR to point out
that this is a book by one of our
field's most significant figurt$. -So
much for science fiction!- would
be the scornful reply, for this is
quite clearly a down market, spicy,
trash-novel, not fit to allowed in the
possession of our nation's youth,
and by the way, could I possibly
borrow it to see if ifs as luridly
awful as I think it is?
And when this book has been
purchased furtivdy from the kind
of boolwore you'd rather your
p,lIrents or ynur wife didn't know
you frequented, or delivered to
your home in that traditionl.! plain
brown envdope, what happens
when you turn the pages?
You get a long discussion about
the nature of humanity more suited
to the philosophy seminar.
For this iJ, of course, Odd Joh,l
by Olaf Stapledon, former lecturer
in philo$Ophy for the University
of Liverpool's Extension Studies
programme and author of the
magnificent and innuentil.! futurehistory Last and First Men (19)0).

This is the 1959 Beacon
-Galaxy Science Fiction
selected novel- edition of a
book originally published
in 1935.
Insleorod of a slavrring sa
maniac, ~,ohn Wai.nwrighl~
is a mutant superman of
that kind found in novds
like J. D. Bemford'$ The
Hampthmhirt Wondu
(1911) - which Stapkdon
mentions in his tut - or
Stanley Weinbaum's The
New Admn (1939).
John is born to
(relativdy) normal parents
but his slowness to develop

~~~ii;:I~:1~~ya~~~1.!

d~1opment. Although not
a ~supcnnan- in the StnSt
of posStUing~powers";his
intelligence is far greater
than ordinary Iwmo
and ht is able to Rad
l-_----'='--"
thoughts and communicate
with othtfS of similar
(cmainly not metaphoricl.!ly)
status.
Europa. the beautiful ship-owntr's
The story is narrated by his
daughter. John's disgust at the latter
faithful human follower whom
is telling. We are not even of th~
he patr<misingly dubs -Fldo". It
same species as him. Staplt'uun's
is gripping and inventive, nOlto
focus upon sexuality is not prurient,
mention chilling _ philosophy
but suggests an even deeper unease.
seminars can be unsettling places.
The main focus, however, is upon
John's despair when faced with
the gathering of the ~supcrnorml.!s-A whole world of cattle!- is
Here, Stapltdon, not usua.lly
reI.!, and the narrator's slave·like
known for his characteri58tion,
devolion disturbing. There is I.!so
presents SOmt remarkable figures
some surrel.! comedy: John can
who would be the sub;ect of entiu
~hypnotisew electrons and protons
novds in It$Sotr hands: laqueline,
to rdea.se atomic powtr. (Shades
the French woman born in 1764,
of Monty Python and the man
making htf way as a courtesan; the
who can hypnotise a brick, but
Satanica.lly tvillimbless Scottish
Stapledon's description of John
baby; }onts, the musician trapped
doing this manages to be both
in an asylum; Adlan, the Sudanese
amusing and - wdl - not too
mystic, dead by lohn's time, who
completely daft.)
can communicate telepathically
There is, if you want to refer
with the future and the past.
back to the cover, even some biurre
But it's John, both charismatic
sexuality as John, in physicl.! form
and coldly ruthless, who is
a rather grotesque twelve~yea.r-old,
the novel's most disturbing
seduces
mnaphorica.lly)
character. Bringing back two other
his oldtf male friend Stcphen and
supcrnonnl.!s from Egypt, John

wpitlls

CJHrhaps

plans 10 found a colony and sets out
collect other mutants and settle
on a Pacific island. lIS inhabitants
are coldly and efficiently eliminated'
this, after I.!I, is just like the way we
~normal- humans destroy animals
who are in the way, ~n though we
may have sentimentl.! attachmtnts
to them. All goes reasonably wdl
10

untilth~a.rtdiscovef"rd.,and.

OUlnumbeRd, the supemonnals
destroy themselves with the island..
In the same way as John
Wyndham was to do in the 19505
with Tile M;dwich Cuckoos and
The Cllry$alids (both novels which
seem to owe something to Odd
John)Stapledon is dramatising the
evolutionary struggle for existence.
\Vhat if a superior human variant
were to be established? \Vhere
do questions like~rights- and
-mora.lity~ stand in the compttition
between -Us~ and "ThemW? \Vhat
aactly do we mean by·wpcrior
human variann And the
underlying question, which both
Wyndham (post Nazi Germany)
and Stapledon (post the Russian
Revolution) understood, is: how
does this illustrate those social
movements which claim tu Ut'
W
~advancedW or ~in the vanguard
or even-defending humanity (or
a strand thereof) from a ruthless
enemy? A question which we seem
to be stiU unable to resolve.
It's a rather complex issue for
a book which, by its cover, claims
to be aboul a man for whom-a.ll
women were playthings": One
wonders, again, what this editions
purchasers thought they Wtfe
buying. and if they read it right
through 10 the end. One wonders
what Stapledon thought of it.
Ironically, a few years laltr,
Stapledon was to publish S;riu$: a
Fall/tuy of Love alld Distord which
actually has sex between a superintelligent dog and a woman, BUI
perhaps we'd better leave that for
another lime..
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Afterthoughts
PS Publishing has come a long way. very quickly. Its editor and founder. Peter Crowther. talks
to Matrix about the history of his company. his surprise at just how far his expectations have
been exceeded. and his ambitions for the future (is John Updike listening?).
sometimes wonder why I
iitarted PS Publishing... 5uch
rdlmions wually coming hot
on the htds of commenu from
my accountant, my bank manager
or onc of my two literary agents.
And the ,Ul$wcr ahnys comes up
the $aIIle'WcU. 5Om~ne had 10
do it and in the absmcc of floods
of volunteers, I suppose! it h..d 10
bc-mc:
Publishing books (as I
diSl:"O\-eredwhcn I was in the
throes oCme whole proceu)
wu something I've alw.lYS
wanted 10 do. 11 s«med 10 be a
nalural progrffiion from «hting
anthologies - which I've now done
21 tim~ with an()(hcr couple in
the pipeline - and so it seemed to
be the way for me 10 go in order 10
expand both my experience and
my horizons. But also. morC' than
anything else, I dearly wanted to put
outsomeofthestuffthatlhebig
publishing houKs ~emed unable or
unwilling to accommodate.
I honestly didn't know whether
it was going to work at first. In fact,
when I started out, I actually did
sums so as 10 figure out just how
much money I could reaHstically
afford to lose. So, it's fair to say
that my expectations have been
exceeded by a colossal degree. Of
course, that would lead you - and,
indced,anysaneperson-toask
why bother trying something if one
thinks it's not going to work? My
answer is I feltil needed to be done.
I wanled to PUI something back
into a business that has been very
kind to me... in terms of both a
lifetime of entertainment value and,
latterly, my own work as a writer
and editor. I wanted to provide a
few high-quality opportunities,
nOI only for the I)'pe and length
of fiction - particularly DOwllalength, which I fcelispotentiallythe
strongest Uld most satisfying length

I

forfiction-thatllike~naIly,

but also for some authon who are
DOt )'rt household names. My only
criterion was lhatthe work must
appeal to me. Obviously, it's nice
if a projt'Ct lurns out to be hugely
commercial and successful but
that's nOl my primary rons.idtration,
So far, it's worked extremely well.
By far the mOSI exciting asp«t
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of what we do
hereal PS is
thenovcUa line.
I think that
the novdla is
potentially the
mosteffectM
length for fiction.
Some of the
vnybest work
of ~ephen King.
for example,
is to be found
in his novellas.

DiJfen!lltStasons
is a classic book
- three' absolutely
remarkable (dare
lsay'faullless'?
res, I dare!)
l1O"ellasand
one pretty good
30,000 words.
novelette. And
PS is now securely on its own
his 'Hearts In Allantis' - which is
feet and I'm looking to increase the
probably best described as a shOT!
novel- is, for me, the best work he's number of books I publish each
year. I'w got a whole bunch of stuff
n'erdone. Of course, otber pieces
may be more popular - The Shilling, in the pipeline but I'm also keen to
Pef Stlllatary and so on... and many expand the Inn of material- I'd
love to put out work by the likes
of them are pretty wonderful sfuff
-but the language, characterisation of John Irving, Robert B.Parker,
Richard Ford, Martin Amis, Anne
and tightness of story-telling in
Tyler, John Updikeandsoon... so
'Hearts' are absolutely first class.
if they're reading this, I would ask
But it's not only King-check
them to please drop me a line.
out Connie Willis's 'The Winds
When we started out, our
From Marble Arch: which appeared
in Asimol's a couple of years back... standards were modest - and
that's putting it mildly, I cringe
or Peter Straub's Goodbye Pork Pie
when I look back at some of those
Hat... or, if you prefer mainstream
early books, but one has 10 start
fiction, Martha Grimes's The TraiPl
somewhere and the idea is to
Now DepartiPlg. There's lots of fine
improve as you go along. Thus
novella-length fiction to be had
we've introduced several little
for the discerning reader... but not
enough.Andthat'sb«auKthereare 'touches' - such as colour coven on
the paperbackJ (they started out as
not enough markets publishing it.
black and white),slipcaKs,coloured
So I dt'Cided to create one more,an
endpapers, bookmarks, bindingimprint Ihat actually spt(iali~ in
tops and 'Iails, and so on. My aim
novella-length - ideally, 20,000 to

• • 1acluaJly did Ihe

sums 10 figure oul
how much money Icould
alford 10 lose. So, ifs lair
10 say mJ expectatious hal'e
been exceeded... ~ ~
te Cml1lthe

is 10 improve conslantly while
freeing up more of my own time,
and I've becn able to do this thanks
10 my editor, Nick Gevers; my web
designer, Ariel; and my typesetting
and layout design specialists, Robert
Wexlerand,mostr«ently,Andy
Cox, of 7111' 71lird Alternatil'c and
Crime Wavt' fame. All of them arc
absolutely indispensable.
Book publishing is a costly
business and my hat's off to the big
publishers. There are shortcomings,
ofcourK,but one has to bear in
mind the colossal overheads they
have to bear... not to mention the
punitive demands made on them
by bookstores. I couldn't possibly
afford 10 produce a limited run
of books priced at the standard
hardcover price (£16 for the UK
and around $25 in the US) and
supply them to the bookstores at
50')6+ trade discount with payment
in Ihree' mOnlhs a/ld with returns
permitted. But, of course, while the
prke has to reflt'Ct the production
costs it a.Iso has to reflt'Ct the
product. Thus one has to make a
more tJ:pensive book as desirable
as possible. A5 a book colleclor
myself, I know what this entails: it
enta!b a short print run, specially
commissioned introductions and
afterwords. and author signatures.
Right now I'm returning
unsolicited material unrtad. I'w
also been refusing most unsolicited
app~hes for about a )Tar...

Tht'MfonWrt'd Eft', a short novel

weakt'nwht'llsomethingrnlly
intt'lnlSor intrigues mt',Three
such examples art' Adam Nt'Vilfs
"!"om;o, m=;~ ho""",hm'
novt'l, Banqllt'tfor the Damned;
DesfHrale Moon, a colle<tion of
impossible-ta-categorize short
stories from R. Andrew Heidel; and
a big fantasy novel entitled Night of
Knil'tS by (an Cameran EssIemont,
which is sd in Steve Erikson's
Malazan mythos. albeit long before
Sieve's books lake place. I read
those three and was $0 blown aWllY
that, despite their lIdng written by
completely unknown writers, I just
couldn't let them go.
We've built up a strong
contingent of customers who take
all our titles, simply because they
feel Uiured that they're going
to be getting top quality work.
NO( surprisingly, this makes me

(around 60,000 words) that we
publisht'd four~anago.lft'Yn"a
book deserved cuJt status it's that
0o,... ~d I'm
uy d'"
all of the customers who bought it
seemed to agru,
In terms of the material we
look for, we're about as broad as
a church can be, We're open to all
kinds of genre fiction - that's all
the sub-categories of SF and the
various typd; of Fantasy pill$, to
a degree, HOrroJ'fDark. Fantasy.
You're not likely to see anything
exces.sivdy gory from PS simply
beaollSC' that's not my particular
thing: I don't have a problem with
it per se, I just don't particuJarly
enjoy it. Thus I suppose the easiest
catch-all to describe PS's output is
'stories Pett Crowther enjoys: As
a result, the emphasis is and will
continue to be on thoughtful work

p""'" '"
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quality at all
levels, and that
do«n't refer only
to the actual
stories and the
books' production
but also to our
relationship
with customers
- thus a customer
who receives a
damaged book
(which I'm
pl~ to say is
very rare) gets
a replacement
immediately. All
we ask is prompt payment, with
retail customers paying in advance
and wholesale customers paying
within 30 days. The latter doesn't
alWllYS happen, of course!
There generally seems to be
a healthy apprtite for what PSis
publishing so, with fewer than one
thousand copies printed of any
title, we're reguJarly selling out. And
as time goes on, the time taken
by a book to sell out is shortening
dramatically. Of course, the ·hot~
authors are always going to sell out
- China Mieville's The Tain sold
out in hardcover within a week
or $0 of our taking deliVtf)' of the
books! - but we're' also finding that
some of the newer authors and the
ones who are not yet household
names are performing remarkably
well: Mark Chadbourn's The
Fairy-Ftl/er~ Master Strokt! and
Paul Di Filippo's A Ytar in Linear
City - two absolutely wonderful
novellas - are fine examples, with
both titles nearing 'sold out' status.
But perhaps the best aarnple
of this wouJd be Tracy Knight's

and believable
and sympathflic
characterisation
-that encompasses
a feeling of awe,
wonder and
excitement,
whether that work
is SF, Fantasy or
Horror. I bdin-e
we\'C stayed true
to that 50 far with
both the boob
we've already
published and the
proje<ts we've got
stacked up and

waiting to go.
The biggest thing we've got on
the go at the moment is our new
maguine, Postscripts, It will be
digest-Sized, 176 pages, mainly
flClion but there'U ~ an article or
two plus the occasional interview,
The: flrSl issue is scheduled for late
ApriVeariy May and number 2 is
down for August/September. So
far, so good, but the real test will ~
how well it's received and how well
it sells. We'll see.
We're always interested in
feedback, both good and bad, so
don't hesitate to drop us a line with
views and comments.
Pete (ro~vther
www.pspubhshlngcouk
edltot@pspubltshlng.couk
PostsCflpts
Four.lssuesubsmptton:
Newstond edttton £72
Hordbo[k editIon £180
PS Publishing llP
Hamilton House, 4 Park Ayenue,
Harrogare, HG2 9BQ
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Addendum.

--=========----

though,n-ery now and again, I

Roderlck Glodwlsh reviews the first issue of PS
Publishing's new magazine, Postscripts.

P

I,mn.d. to be a quarterly,
Postcnpu has some big
namn contributing In
issue on. and a,.. promiting
m~ (they.,.. al,..ady u.lking
about issue thl'e on their
website). Its sp,..ad of fiction
is wide, moving from st~ight
science fiction to well into
the gen,..'s fuzzy edge. I'm

~~!i~~~~~~

concerned
this spread
could
be their biggest
weakness,
though being a first issue it
could be a taster of the range
they a,.. hoping to co~r,
A gen,.. fringe story began
Postscripts
'Roads
Were
Burning' by Adam Roberts
began with the roads doing
just that: until they consume the
whole country. Ed Gorman's 'Riff' WitS a neat story of a jazz mtnic:ian
dying of cancer with a wife chuting on him as
had chellted on
previous SpouSM, It wasn't SF at all, whatever you choos. the initials
to mean. In 'The Overwhelm' Alien Ashley describes a world being
crushed by a descending atmosphere - or is it the story of a social
worker cracking under the strllin of her job?
'Tarzan of the Alps' was another 'is this SF at all?' story. Brian W.
A1diss desaibes a poor couple SHing a movie that: doesn't represent
reality le.ding to d,..ams that sustilin them through their hard livM.
Feeling like JI fable 'Seventeen Syllables' follows a man who
wi$hes to simplify his life. James Lovegrove's c.autiooary tale has ....
inevitable spfr"al bec.iwse nothing is sim~.
Horror e«ne in a trio of tales. 'Stripping' by Joyce Carol Oates
WItS brief and experimental, with someone trying to strip -iIY the
traces of murder, both physic.al and mental. 'Direct Line' by Ramsey
Campbell has a teacher find a mysterious mobile phone that makM
him face past guilt or inherit someone else's. Stephen GaUagher
goes for il murder victim returning to claim his killer in 'Restraint'
'The Rose Egg' by Jay Lake had an imaginative use of nllnotech,
instant graffiti in a projectile, gang speak, compleK relationships,
evolution of a concept, life-c:hanging decisions _ all in one story.
Gene WoIfe's 'Prize Crew' was a tale of a human crew aboard an
alien vessel with something nasty.
Eric Btown's 'A Choice of Eternities' is s,njjar to his "Thursday's
Child' that appe¥ed in Spectrum SF 9. Again the arJen K"hanl help
humans cheat death with more discussion on the morality of the
choice between death or life; again there are religious objections to
choosing immortality, if physic.al survival is immortality.
Lawrence Gordon Clark's 'Original Sin' suggests an alien origin
for humllnity as a reason for us screwing everything up,
'Footvote' from Peter F. Hamilton oHers little Englanders an
option of a little England (New Suffolk) off-world. It amazed me
he got planning permission for the wormhole. Many stories set in
England could be anywhere, this one could only be here
There was even poetry, 'The Visitation' by Ray Bradbury.
It's about a year s'nee another independent publisher, Big
Engine. produced, with equal fanfare, a quality (sami-}pto magarine.
3SF made it to issue three before going down with the publisher.
Has PS Publishing and Postscript got the legs for a longer haul?
The publisher has a solid baH of quality products; however, I buy
books on the author not publisher. Someone else picks the stories
in a magaZine. One with a strong style reduces the risk of buying
something that will not be read, but of course can't appeal to all.
Postscripts is trying for a big audience which may be a weakness, If
you buy it, there will definitely be stories you'll like, whatever your
taste, but there could be 11 good portion you won't read

ne
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Rocketmen

Stephen Boxter takes 0 look at the history of manned spaceflight. and conside" some of
the turning points. Why didn't Britain launch men into space? Whatever happened to the
manned moonbose? And what 0 sight Project Orion would hove been. if it hod flown!

I

n April 2003, with a party
from the venerable British

InterplanelarySocitly,I

made a vl$it 10 Peenemunde. Hue
Wemhu von 8n.un developed the
V-2 ballistic miuile that was the

inlelleclual anceSlor of both the
American and Russian post-war
space programmes.
The site, on the Baltic coast,
is all ocean views and sea birds;
it is oddly reminiscent of Cape
Canaveral, on another ocean
coast in Florida. Pecnemunde was
flanen«l by Allied bombing, and
at the end of the war was stripped
as Germany was delilxr.itdy
demilitarised. The main V-2launch

silesareinacccssible:it'swdthat
some 500 tons of AUiw. bombs

remain unaplodtd in the W{)()({s.
But you can see the neat.looking
residential units usrd by "On Braun
and his top Kientisu. and the

foundations orV-! (doodlebug) Id!
stands. and some ruins that were
just too massive to be demolished,
such as the oxygen power plant and
the power slation, the latter now
convened into a good museum.
There are ghosts of other
conflicts too, such as nuclearhardened bunkers which once
housed fighter planes of the East
German air force. Long abandoned,
some are now used by the locals as
barns; their inhabitants would be
the only cows in Europe to survive
a nuclear strike.
The Nazis poured money into
this place - perhaps mistakenly in
temu of war aims - but, standing
on that haunted cout, I could well
bdieve that "On Braun and his team
could have touched the Moon.
After my Baltic vis.it lan Watson
kindly loanw me Vtngt'anre JO
by lac Payer (NcwYOI"k, 1980). In
this alternate-Nazis tale it occurs
to the Germans in 1941 that a
missile platform bucd on the
Moon would be a formidable base
from which to strike at America,
a proposal actually floated by
the Americans during the Cold
War, a decade or so later. $0 the
development of von Braun's more
formidable rockets beyond the
V-2isaccelerated-especiallythc
A-lO(in the technical jargon of
Peenemundc, the V-2 was the A-4).

20:resonBm:es

With a large first stage booster and
a winged V·2 mounted on top, it
would have been comparable to
the Atlas rocket which launched
John Glenn's Mercury into orbit in
196I.Amid Russian advances and
SS treachery, and fuelled by akohol
made from Polish potatoes, the
A-IO reaches the Moon, where its
wrcdc is discovered by American
lunar aploren in 2009.
This isn't a great book - Payer
tweaks historyonctOl" twice
too often to make it convincing

alternatehistory-butthere
are few books in which the
hero is a member of the British
Interplanetary Society.
All this brought back to me my
fascination with counterfactuals
of space prog~mes, as I
documented in Vulor 197,and
my BSFA book Omegatropic
(2001). My own last fictional foray
into alt.5pace was in faCl another
alternate· Nazi tale, a collabor.uion
with my good friend and
wwmaster Simon Bradshaw called

• • We could hare seen
sll-man Apollos,
aslronauls equipped uilh
personal lunar Dyers, and
teams \lorking together to
construct the first
Innar hase.
., .,
te hen.13a.xte

'Fintto the Moon!: (Spre;trum 6.
2001), in which we described a
19505 space race between Britain
and an undefeated Germany. and
the British Interplanetary Society
stars again.
More r«ently, new information
about Britain's real-life space
programme has been released
under the government's thirty-year
disclosure rules (see Vtrtical Empirt
by eN Hill, Imperial College
Press, 2001). As the Cold War
chill deepened Britain developed
a medium·range ballistic missile
calk<! Blue Streak.capable of hitting
Moscow, and a test rocket called
Black KnighL Black Knight was
developed into a ~tellite launcher
called Black Arrow, which launched
our one and only satellite Prospero.
on 2~ October 1971.
Prospero weighed only 132lb
-less than Sputnik One in 1957
- but the technology was very
sound, and could e.uily have been
developed further. There were
proposals dating back to the 195Os.
such as the 'Black Prince' study,
showing how Blue Streak and Black
Knight could have been combined
to produce a larger launcher, for
instance using Black Knight as
strap-on boosters or as an upper
stage for Blue Streak.. Perhapslhe
most promising idea would have
seen an American Centaur rocket
used as an upper stage to a Blue
Streak.. As this would have been able
to lift the weight of the two-man
American Gemini capsule, we could
reildilyhavesentBritish.utronaulS
into orbit! - much u Simon and I
sketched in our story'Prospero One'
(lrrt~orrtI12,1996).

But it wasn't to be. We ~w no
need for a large satdlitt launcher
- for instance we always shared
US reconnaissance ~tdlite data.
The men from tht ministry shut
everything down, and Dan Due
remained fictional.
The hinge of history of recent
manned spaceflight history is,
of course, the loss of the shuttle
Columbia. That tragic event turns
books like my own Tital! (1997),
which began with the loss of a
shuttle (in fact Colllmbia in 2004),
from prediction to alternate history.
Another fictional shunle crash

matrix:167
-the loss of the Endeavollr in 2002
-kick-started a new space push
in a book by a real-life astronaut,
Elleolllller with TibeT

by Buzz

Aldrin and John Barnes (Hodder
& Stoughton, 1996). Aldrin exists

in his own fiction: there isa Mars
Cyder space<:raft (Buzz's own
design) called 'Aldrin: and so on.

But Aldrin's life after Apollo's
splashdown has not been easy:
bypassed by history, he is a stranded
Moonwalker, himself an iconic
figure in alt.space fiction:sef: ffiy
Trtall, or Dan Simmons' PhUSe5 of
Gravity{1989).
Meanwhile raw material for
counterfactual speculations about
the American space programme
continues to turn up.

SimonBradshawkindlypointcd
outa piece on 'paths not taken'
bya space historian givenata

NASA symposium, no less, which
mentions my 1996 novel Voyage',
In addition to my scenarlo ofa
might-have-been NASA mission
toMarsinthel980s,Professor
lohn Logsdon lists a series of
other possibilities. The Apollo
push to the Moon was born of
political pressure and competition;
historically speaking it was fragile,
and might ncver have happened
if astronaut Alan Shepard had
launched just a liltle earlier and
beaten Yuri Gagarin to become
first in space, thus subtly changing
the perceived technological gap.
Logsdoninterestinglymuseson
how IFK's survival of DaJlas, as
in Voyage, might have changed
history. Perhaps Khrushchev would
have accepted Kennedy's offer to
cooperate in space, rather than
compde. Logsdon's point is the
divergence between choice and
outcome, and how little control we
have on history.

First Women in the Space Race by
More lost possibilities are
Stephanie Nolen, Four Walls Eight
documented in Apollo: The Lost
Windows, 2003.)
and ForgOllfll Missions by David
In 1959 Randy Lovelace, chair
J Shayler(Springer-Praxis 2002).
of NASA's Life Sdences Committee,
Apollo did achieve six landings on
recruitedthirteenfemaJepilots
the Moon, and the hardware was
to take tests that paralleled the
used for the Skylab space station
Mercury astronauts'. Lovelace, no
and a docking with a Soviet Soyuz
social reformer, was motivated by
in 1975. But ambitious Apollo
engineers sought ways to extend
scientific curiosity, thinking that
their technology. We could have
women might be more tolerant to
seen six-man Apollos, astronauts
pain and isolation, NASA never
equipped with personal lunar flyers, officiaJlysanetionedthetrials,
and curtailed the programme;
and teams working together to
construct the first lunar hasI'. And
no American woman reached
multiple Saturn launches could have space until 1983. In 1963 the first
sent Apollo spaceships on f1ybys
woman cosmonaut, VaJentina
Tereshkova, stayed aloft longer than
of Venus and Mars, as precursors
all the (male) Mercury astronauts
of the fuJl-scale assault on Mars
confidently predicted for the 19lWs. combined.
Meanwhile, other lost
Meanwhile, there were lost
possibilities were remarkable
social possibilities too. Did all
indeed. From 1957 to 1965, the
those pioneering missions have to
Americans ran a project which
be flown by men~ (See Promised
might have resulted in the openingtill: Moon: Tire Untold story of the
up of the solar system with Hbombs (see Project Oriml by George
Dyson, Holt 2002). The premise
seems outrageous: to launch a
spaceship by exploding H-bombs
beneath it-four detonations
per second, in some versions of
the design. But in the 1950sthe
'weaponeers' b~ame obsessive
aboultheirabilitytoshapetheir
terrible toys, and what might be
done with them.
In comparison with Apollo's
spidery Lunar Module, the
designers imagined immense space
liners-and,moresinisterly,vast
orbital weapons platforms, bristling
with Minuteman missiles. The
Orion engineers took advice on
bomb-delivery systems from Coca
Cola and their vending machines,
and from surfboard manufacturers
on materials for the crew

===:::::::::;jiiiiiiii!!====i-i:~

compartment. To Saturn with Hbombs, Coke and surfboards: Orion
was a classic 1950s dream - and
perhaps it's sadly more likely that
NASA would have sent an atomic
rocket to Saturn than let a woman
be first to walk on the Moon. In
the end Orion was scupperI'd
by concerns about fall-out. But
imagine seeing it launched!
The space race isa rich source
of alternate-historical speculation
becausemomentouscvents
depended on decisions made by a
handful of (mostly) men, and on
small chance occurrences. Options
like Orion seem outrageous now.
But I have a fecling if history had
unravelled differently,iflhe Moon
programme had been scrapped, we
would look back on Apollo as just
another lost and impossible dream.
Maybe we should be grateful wc got
as far as the Moon.
'!ohn M !.og$don,'Wh.1 IP P.t!u NO'
ToJuon;Laoki"g&c*"""d,LaoIci"g"".ward,
M. Sf GUM', NASA SP-2002·~I07,!otll'
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The Doctor will
see you now
Former Earthlight and Orbit editor John Jarrold. one of the most respected figures in literary sf.
has relaunched himself as "The Script Doctor." Martin Skelchley asked him about his website.
his new venture and his pions for the future.
anyoryou will know
of John Jarrold,who
has held the position or
editor al many UK SF imprints,
including Earthlight (Simon &
S,husler), Legend Books, (Random
House UKj, and Orbit Books with.
Macdonald Futura (now Time
Warner UK). Well, 'aTrold has now
metamorphosed, Jekyll and Hydelike, into The Script Doctor. What
does the Script Doctor dor Well, if
you wanl your oook to be edited

M

Warner. ['VI' also recently copyedited filmmaker Alan Parker's first
noveI,aswellasmysteries,thrillers,
SF and fantasy and historical
fiction. There have also been nonfiction projects ranging from lain
Banks' book on Malt Whisky ~ Rail'

• • The Script Doctor
ll"" ll"" wehsite gives any
visitor an idea of who Iam
and what Idn very quickly...
It's in!ormalive, but uot too
cluttered, aud is also simple
to navigate

byahugelyrespectedprofessional
wilh a great deal of experience
in the science ficlion and fantasy
field, there's surely no one more
qualified.
As part of this new venture
Jarrold's launched a new websitc,
so I asked him a Httle bit about this,
and more about the whole Script
Doctor business...
First off,1 asked Jarroldwho
designed the .~ite for him. ~Mark
Roberts, who also designed the Tor
UK site and many others.~Wi11 it
be updated regularly? J wondered.
"I'm planning to update the news
page regularly, yes, and I'll warn
of changes to my rates when these
are unavoidable. The Script Doctor
website gives any visitor an idea
of who J am and what I do very
quickly. Mark has designed it
wonderfully well. It's informative,
but not too cluttered,and is also
simple to navigate. I'm really
pleasedwithit.~

In recent times
Jarrold'sbeen
copy-editing on
a freelance basis.
What kind of
things had he been
working on? "I've
dealt with scripts for
pubHshers such as
Hodder & Stoughton,
Random House,
HarperCollins,
Pan Macmillan,
Transworld, Simon
&Schuster,Orionl
Gollancl, Constable
& Robinson and Time

be administering. ~Apart from
structurally editing work, I can
advise new writers on what they
need to do to present their script
professionally to any agent or
publisher. I can't promise anyone
they're guaranteed to be published

........ ,
Spirit ~ to several books on military
history, celebrity biographies, and
even one on shark attacks! It's been
incredibly diverse.~
Given this wide range of work,
I wondered what had led Jarrold
to become The Script Doctor.
"Working for oneself is much
more fluible than spending the
week in a publisher's office and
seemingly endless meetings,~ says
Jarrold. "However, I didn't want
to spend the next fifteen years
crossing T's and dotting I's on
typesuipts that had already been

()
after working with me, no one can
dothat,but they should have the
best possible chance.~
Given all this, I wondered just
how full Jarrold's surgery is... "In
the last few months I've made
editorial suggestions on the new
book by Alel(ander Besher, Philip
K Dick Award-nominated US
author of Rim, Mir and Chi, at his
request. I've also worked on partial
and complete scripts by several
new writers from the UK, and have
also been asked by Gollancl to
structurally edit Maggie Furey, who

to make them as professional
as possible. New authors are
also approaching me to make
presenlational suggestions, so that
their scripts will be taken seriously
by the publishers to whom they are
submined. So, as you can see, the
remit of what I'm doing these days
isverywideindeed!~

As well as all this, in September
2003 1arrold visited South Korea
to take part in a UK-Korea Fantasy
Publishing Forum, at the request
of the British Council. This led
to him working with the Korean
Government's creative agency
- KQCCA ~ to involve UK science
fiction and fantasy authors in
Korean animation projects, and also
investigating the pOSSibility of UK
universities setting up a creative
writing course for Koreans
Given Jarrold'sextensive
experience in the publishing
industry. I wondered if he'd seen
any changes that have occurred as
a result of the rise of the Internet
- other than the obvious things
such as e-mail improving ease of
communication; has the internet
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to move from
straightforward
copy-editing, and
set up a website
to help publicise
my Script Doctor
venture. J'II still be
doing the basic

as I published Maggie's first four
novels a few years ago. As well as
this, I've had meetings in New York
and London with literary agents
who want me to work through
new ideas and changes of direction
with long-term authors, and to get
typesuipts by their new authors as

Other Realms is an SF, comics,
fantasy and merchandise shop
located in Cork, Ireland. Other
Realms has recently launched a
"webstore". The site also provides
news, reviews, events listings, etc
for the world of comics, SF and
gaming.......othell"ealms.com.
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bulk of what I

Atlantic are asking me to be an
outside editor for them. I'm also

relaunched his website in time for
the publication of his new novel,
Thfl Queen of Sinister (published

do.~

has

I asked
being asked by both published
~e~;~ :r;;~:.:~~~w
what medicine and unpublished authors to look
features a new forum and novel
,--J>rr_'_Jd_w_ill_ _
'h_"-,u',--h,--'Y--,nopses and outlines _-"'"~""'''''';;';';"""",,,,;;;';''''''
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aClually chcurged tM
way publishing works
alaJl1 ~Wdl,obviousJy
the inlerne! ~ made
11 taSltrfor publ.ishtrS
10 find out about
authors., and vice
\'ersa.5C'archengines

Kim Stanley
Robinsons
Theltut:f
of Riu and
Solt,Peltr
H~ton's

PandoraJStar,
PhilipPullman's

~ :~~n;n::~~tance,

;:~:~

I btlieve that Simon
Taylor of Bantam
UK heard about
Mary Doria Russdl
via the'ntt,before

So it's all been
SForfantasy,
then? "Far from
itl~ says Jarrold.
"I've also read
acquiring11~
Rick Stein's
Sparro.... And of
Food Htroes,
course Amazon
!!!!!!!l....""'~::I. Franc:is Pryor's
is now a maJOr custOmeT for every
Stahtl1gt, Adrian
pubhshu~
Tmniswood's Hlsl"''tntiOl1 So
I asked Jarrold which of the
hrtile (a biography of Chrislopher
titles hes worked on are particularly Wren), Emle Bradford's
dear 10 him. "'Some of the books
Medittrranron, l'cJrtrait of a !ka,
I've edited and/or published to
Gore VidaJ's The GoIdtn Age, Simon
which I'm mosl attached are (he
Schama'slAndscape alld Memary,
of IVtQpollS by lain M Banks; Tht
fane Grigson's English Food, Field
Star Fmctloll and TIre StOllt CcurQI
Marshal Slim's Deftat illlo Victory,
by Ken MacLeod; Cellika by Robert Herman MelvHle's Moby Dick
Holdstock; The Ligll/ AgtJ by lan R (again!)... Do you want me to go
MacLeod; Aurimr by Maggie Purey; on?~ That's quite enough!
11re Eye of tire World by Robert
So,lhere it is: if you're a new
Jordan; Pasha=ade and sequels by
author looking for advice and
fon Courtenay Grimwood And I
valuable help, or a more eslablished
commisuoned the Encyclopatdia of author seeking an experienced
Selt"U Fictlo" from fohn Qute and critiCll1 eye for your work or advice
Peler NioChoUs when I was al OrbIt.. on making a change of direction,
There are many others, but t.hnt
tM Script Doctor's surgery is open!
are some lhal really stand out~
furold's ratn are currently a ~
So whats Jurold bten re~lng
rea.sonable £10015180 for the firsl
recently? ~Among othtr things
four diaptel"5, up 10 25,000 worch,
I've enjoyed lain Banks'DtadAir,
while for £3501$650 Jarrold can
Charles Stro»'s SillgularitySky,
edit a full typtSCnpl up to 100,000
China Mi~ville's The Scar, Alaslair
words. Rates for longer scripts are
Reynolds' Rtdemp/io71 Ark, Terry
negotiable. Payment can be made
Pratchett's MOIlS/rous Regimellt,
via PayPal, cheque or direct bank.
Ken Mackod's NewtonJ Wake,
transfer. Jarrold wiU be delighted
to hear from anyone who thinks he
can be of use on Ihe editing front.
Givtn the prestigious authors and
titles listed above, what are you
waitingfor.,,?

.

extracts with more additions
expected The relaunch comes on
the back of a fantastic year for this
author, who in 2003 won a British
Fantasy Award for his novella
The Fairy Feller's Master Stroke,
while his novel The Devil in Green
- JUSt published in mass-market
paperback - was shortlisted for
the August Derleth Award for Best
Novel. Chadbourn says: "2003
was an amazing year for me and
with so much activity in the film
and TV worlds, 2004 is shaping up
to be the same. It's the perfect
time to publish a novel like The
Queen of Sinister, which I feel is
my best work to date."

URLsof
relevance to
this issue
hnps:/lnwlifne1/people/iohn·iarroldf
If you have any specifically
web-rel<lted nows th<lt might
be of intorest to MatriJ(
readers, or ideas for future
articles, please send me an
e-mail at the address below
with the relevant URLs.
Martin Sketchtey
www.mlketchley.p.-p.blueyvllder.ro.uk
mshtchley@blu!yonder.ro.uk

Dark roads
The fiction in Midnight Street is as dark as it
was in Trevor Denyer's earlier Roadworks,
says Roderlck Gladwish. but the new
magazine is slicker and more stylish.

M

et<lmorphosis is <I
strong theme in SF
and Roadworks, a
digest-sized magilline, has
- thanks to an Arts Council
gr80t- broken free of its
cocoon to become Midnight
Street. A colour cover and
more illustrations come with
a new A4 format. Reviewed
in MatriJc 164. Roadworks had
much in common with rn. Third
Alternative. Midnight Street
carries Ofl in this vein. Once
mofe I am disturbed by what
I've tead, but that's what honO(
and dark fantasy lire about.
Most stories are dark realism
with a hint offantBsy.
Editor Trevor Denyer has
used the greater sp6Ce to
showcase two authors, adding
interviews and bibliography to
touod them off. Showcase One
was for Andrew Humphrey. His
tales War Stories' and 'OtherVoices' {flCS1 seen in TTAJ began
the ~azine. The Hrst was a
view of the terminal days of
a man with no future clinging
to a past that isn't his. s.cond
was the olftermath of domestic
iolence haunting a witness,
,showcase Two was for Antony
Mann, whose Milo & , short
)Story collection is published
~y Elastic Press. His two were
the cleverest in the magazine.
'Sweet Little Memory' made
denial of grief something to
be exorcised. Young men
are the victirm of nearly.1I
vkJlent aime, yet young female
victims linger longer in the
news. 'Showtime' gives a due
why, with an uncomfortable
predictton of w"'ere aime TV
programmes may go.
'Jesus God in Heaven' (first
in Grotesque no. 4 1994) by
Cathy Buburuz, followed a child
in a nightmare of domestic
violence who finds there is no
haven from abuse.
David Rawson WllVed the SF
flag with 'The Final Thing'. Farfuture genius of artificial gravity
creates immortality, but is it
heaven or hell he has created?
Paul Finch's 'Rat' returns us

to grim life and death with a
son who decides patricide will
solve his problems.
Until the shocking last line
'Having Taken Psychedelics' by
GeeH Stevens almost achiewtd
positive ge-nr. poetry status
Outh and complex bisexual
relations follows the general
theme In Gary COUZ805'S
'Outstack' In 'Against my
Ruins' JoeI Lane looked at
survlvOf"S of ill ruined workf in a
dead eity who pt"obably won't
see another night end.
Steve Redwood's 'Nastassja'
Honour' revolves around a
saddo watching the film Cat
People and the characters
coming out of the screen.
Genitalia descriptions and uses
filled the text which I think
was there for humour since it
served no other function in a
reasonable dark fantasy.
A perfect counterpoint to ill
cartload of downbeat endings
came in 'Old Songs', Utherine
J Gardr'lel'" showed it's easier to
enter Hell than most believe,
but redemption is possible
Midnight Street has grown
from Roadworks in size and no
needs to make its voice clearly
diHerent from ITA. Reprinting
stories, no matter how strong,
dulls distinctiveness. To remedy
this the,.. is a short-story
competition on the magaZine's
website. When Midnight Street
does shows its own charactet' it
goes very dark
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A sense of wander
From transatlantic jaunts to Corflu in Las Vegos to the meandering around London with
tandom in search of a pub. Mark Plumme, certainly gets around.
ress deadlines pr«lude
Fan Achicvcrnenl Award for
comment on Concourse,
his www.eklnlinluomwebsiteon
this year's Eastercon in
which several of the aboveBlackpool, which will begin a
mentioned titles can be found,
and Traey Benlon was given a
malleT of days after I have 10 turn
in this column. I suppose I could
special Apprtdation Award for
improvise a sdection of audadous the WWW.totfIu.orDsite. The Pasltales about BSFA luminaries
Presidents of the Fan Writers of
engaging in nefarious practices,
ArneriCil-YOu are appointed 10
pc'rhaps featuring the legendary
the post for Pl"C'Ylous rather than
Blackpool donkq5. but I'm sure
current year, so you don', have 10
random isn't ready for fictitious
(indeed can't) do anything with the
reportage. No, il'1l never catch on.
·po....er' il confers-were Arnie and
Therefore I will mentally hop
Joyce- KatL
across the Atlantic and trek into the
The Corflu gue-5t of honour is
Ne-vada desert to rq>art the- FAAn
traditionally chose-n by lot from
Awards which were presented at
the- entire membership. This ye-ar,
Cornu on 21 March. Corflu is the
chance favoured Ted White, theannual fanzine- fans' convention
only per$On to have attended all
which this year took place in the,
twenty-one Corn us. In his speech,
on the face of it, unlikely setting
Ted spoke about the ever-popular
of las Vegas. Unlike Britain's Nova
subject of'The Greying of Fandom:
Awards, all participants in the
a subjecl which is very much in my
fanzine- sce-ne are eligible- for the
mind after the BSFA's AGM last
awards irrespective- of nationality,
month. In the pub afterward.s.1 was
and voting is open to anybody who chauing to a young student 1(1 not
feds qualified to do so.
seen at a fan event before-. Afte-r a
Bnt Fannne went to Trap
while-, she Aid it was interesting
Door, edited by Roben Lichtman.
to talk to somebody'of your age:
Its solilary 2003 issue-, _22, was
Oearly I am stillr«ling from
atypical, bcing mostly give-n over
the- revelation that I have become
to a single- item: a short story
somebody'my age: as I now have a
written by Gordon Ek.lund and
curious urge to talk about fannish
extensively illustrated by Dan
things that have bee-n around even
Sterfan.lt's a scie-nce fiction tale,
longer than I have.
although one that's equally if not
Things like Erg, for instancemore almut science fiction and
although according to editor Terry
science fiction fandom.It's a good
leeves that may now have seen its
pi«e and worth seeking out as it
last issue. In a world where- any
o
arim:::';i;;,
likdy to be seen as
winning the- fan
writer FMn Award.
frequent, and where
Steve Stiles picked
mem average
up the award for
issues per tide- is
fan artist, de-nying
some-what less than
Om Steffan and
two, Erg is really
thus Trap Door
rathe-r remarluble.
a hat·trick, but
It first appeared in
April 1959 as part
that's OK because
Stiles and StefTan
of an OMPA (Off·
are probably the
trails MagaZine
two best fan artists
Publishers
working today and
Association)
I'd be hard-pushed
mailing and this
10 choose between
month celebrates
them. A new award
its 45th annive-rsary
for fan humourisl
with -165. Terry
went to Andy Hooper,onc of the
was also one of the earliest editors
co-edilors of !he fanzine Chunga,
of the BSFA's V«tor.
and ~ new fan went to the UK's
In London, the long-standing
Pete Young, editor of Zoo Ntltioll.
'First Thursday' pub meeting
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Nightingale on the- roundabout
at the- south end of Westminster
Bridge. This event outstrips even
Erg when it comes to consistency
and longevity, having been around
for gelling on sixty years now. Of
late it's been pursuing a $Omewhat

~~t~~~~e~~e;~:~::~o:ncemid-2002 following a diffe-rence
of opinion with the- manageme-nt,
aft« which we moved to TheSilver Cross (on Whitehall) md
The- Barle-y Mow (Farringdon).
Unfortunately, the longevity of the
meeting is matched by an inversely
proportional degree of structure
and organisation; nobody's in
charge and thus there's actually no
mechanism for making decisions,
something which always come-s
as a surprise- to any pub landlord
trying to workoul how to deal with
a group of as many as a hundred
people-. But at the- moment thegroup mind has somehowd~ided
that the Aorence Nightingale
is !he place- to be and we.s«m
to have reached an accord with
the- manage-me-nt. Meetings tau

every month and on the- Thursday
before Christmas Eve; early
arrivals present from five PM. Dave
langford maintains a page about
the meeting at: www.du.glo.lK..uVSF.
Afthi'eiJAnlihl,lIonoon.hlml
Tobes Valois, European TAFF

~:~~~~~:~~~~~~~;r~

a
2004 race. The- winne-r will attend
Noreascon, the Worldcon in Boston
this Se-ptember. The-re's a tendency
to s«TAFF as being a fm fund
between Britain and the USA but
it is, and a1W111)'S has been, about
trips bctween Europe and North
America. Cynics may argue that
this is only theoretically the case:
the last winner from the European
mainland was in 1971 and I'm
not sure there's even been a North
American winner who wasn't from
the US. Howe-ver, Tobes himself
is a ChannellsJander, although
now resident in the UK, and oneof his avowe-d aims was to make
the- eastern end ofTAFF more
European. This race is unique
for an westbound trip in that it
has no British or Briti$h-reside-nt

ftjB"iII"Br:"m,,'OCw:luc:,c:;~::-"-,-' S",,,,,=ial,-----,""='-,-""':.:'-,-"-,-'-,-,o.::lh::..,-=-Flo-'-":::"':::'_ _-,-P--,'' -=-'.::O"-=-",...:,_fiB-,-'...:Th--,".::''.:.:'',-Yo:::'_---'candidate": lames Bacon is from
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matrix: 6

Once lnore,
~with feeling...
The 2003 BSFA Awards may still be warm in the sweaty palms af fhe
winners. but Clefre Brfeley isn't pausing far breath. Here she opens
nominations far 2004 and announces some changes to the rules for
this year.

Thv results of the BSFA awards
specifIC views from people
for 2003 will be announced in this who have expressed particular
issue of Matrix, but as I write the concerns or opinions about
awards ce«tmony is stifl Cl week
the non-fiction catftgory. I'm
in tM future and I'm wonying
grateful for the thoughtful
I received, but this
~=~"-lijll ::~~U:~::$ responses
has unfortunately confirmed my
2003 are framed images from
view that the current eligibility
criteria for tnis award, wnilst
00
wholly logical and internally
I hope the winners appreciate
consistent, are non-intuitive
the way that in winning a BSFA
and don't allow the award to
award they have in fact each
do what people want it to. In
been pre5ented with Cl nebula.
other
words, quite a lot of the
Congratulations again to all the
PROLOGUE
works that people would like
winners.
to nominate are not eligible,
I'd
like
to
take
the
W. Genubod. die.!"" I hw.
at least not in the form that
opportunity to thank Tanya
it Ill')' guuj"",med in ",y Ihrool like 0
Brown, John Jarrotd, and Mark people logically think to
'pJ"lN:m I sho\'e my rn'f)/l'l.'r righl
nominate them; and tne focus
Plummer for help and advice
slroighl inlO Ihe drooling. slackttl "isage of Ihe cru;ed Milniac
throughout the whole process; on individual pieces presents
people with too wide a choice
ilginjromofme. his I.')'I.'S bugged like
and I'd like to thank everyone
which conversely limits them
irQsoup. Ihe lips like 1"'0 stinned
who nominated and voted for
from making nominations.
the 2003 awards as well.
The most frequent
_-:-:",,",:,",,",:,--,_..,..._.L...J~
On that note, 1should report
suggestion made was tnat we
Ireland and Anders Holmstr6m
that 84 ballots were received,
should divide the non-fiction
is from Sweden. TAFF's another
with the most votes being
category, perhaps into short
long-standing fannish institution
cast in the novel and artwork
which dates back to the 19505; see
categories (we displayed copies and long forms as we have
with the fiction categories,
the TAFF website (www.dcs.gla.Ol:.uk/SF- of all the nominated artwork
but based on other comments
ArchimfTaff/lndel.html) for information at the Eastercon as well as
made and my experience of
on what the fund does and how
publishing them in Matrix
nominations this year, I don't
you can support it. Voting doses at
and on the BSFA website).
think that we could sustain an
midnight 5 June 2005.
In future years I'd like to
additional non-fiction award.
I'll go and get my slippers now... encourage even more BSFA
And tnat still wouldn't provide
and Eastercon members to
a
logical approach to a number
vote for the awards, and I'll be
of the other issues raised.
working on that between now
So our conclusion is tnat
and next year's presentation
(which will be at Paragon 2, the we need to think about doing
something rather different on
2005 Eastercon, to be held in
non-fiction. Watch this space.
Hincltley, Leicestershire).
In the meantime, please
By the time you get this, the
start nominating any works
time will have come to declare
that you've already enjoyed
nominations open for the
which are eligible for the three
2004 awards - with one crucial
categories in which we will be
change for the coming year.
making awards for 2004'
We've decided to suspend the
• The Best Novel award is
non-fiction award, with a view
open to any novel-length
to coming up with a better
work of science fiction or
approach for highlighting and
fantasy
first published in the
rewarding good writing about
UK in 2004. (Serialised novels
science fiction.
are eligible provided that
Having invited comments
the publication date of the
through these columns
condvding part is in 2004.) If
throughout the year, I sought

en.e 01
Wollde.
_don ek......

.•.
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a novel has been previously
published elsewhere, but
it hasn't been published in
the UK until 2004, it will be
eligible.
• The Best Short Fiction
award is open to any shorter
work of science fiction or
fantasy, up to and induding
novellas, first published in
2004 (in a magazine, in a
book, or online). This includes
books and magazines
published outside the UK.
• The Best Artwork award
is open to any single image
of science fiction or fantasy
artwork that first appeared
in 2004. Whether or not an
image is science fictional or
fantastic is perhaps the most
subjective judgement call
within these awards (but the
more information you can
give me about it, the better).
Again, provided the artwork
hasn't been published before
2004 it doesn't matter where
it appears.
This is subject to the
additional criterion that
anything published by the
BSFA itself, whether in the
magazines, in book form or
on the website, is not eligible
for the awards. But the awards
are open to works by BSFA
members (including Council
and committee members)
provided they have been
published elsewhere.
Remember, you can
nominate as many works you
like in any category - but your
nomination for a specific work
will only be counted once. The
deadline for nominations will
be in January 2005 - but you
can send in nominations at any
stage between now and then,
whenever you've encountered
something that you think
deserves recognition.
Vote early, vote often.
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Conventional wisdom
Okay, sa I jumped the gun last time, but by the time you read this, Eastercon really will have
been and gone and I'm sure you all had a wonderful time in Blackpool.

5-8 Aug 04 8ulgaeon (Eu,oeon 04)

4-8 Aug 05 Interaction (63rd Worldcon)

-"RA~.

Plo"Ji\', Bulgaria. Including Gamecon· a discussion of the impact
of computer games :Jnd a Bulgarian/European film festival. No
accommodarion/site/GoH details. FREE, but please register at

website. Wcbsire: www.bl}(on.org

20-22 Aug 04 15th Festival of Fantastic Films
Manchester Conference unrre & HOle!. Guests to be- confirmed.
£70/ 110 reg. Contact: 95 Meadowgare Rd. Salford, Manches(;'r.

M6 SE . Tel: 0161 7073747

20-23 August 04 Discworld Convention IV
HanO\o-er International HOld, Hinddey, Leicesref$hi~. GUe5lS

lO

be

confirmed. Websire: ......dwcon.orll
2~

Sep 04 Horeascon 4 (62nd Worldcon)

Boston, Mass. Guest of Honour: Terry Prarchctt, WilIiam Tenn,
(fan) Jack Specr and Peter Wesron. $120 reg (kids $85), $85 supp
conversion, $35 supp. Masrercard and Visa accepted. Contact PO
Box 1010, Framingham, MA 01701, USA.

16-17 Oct 04 Octoeon 2004
IriSh national convention, ChlefO'Neill's Hotel, Smithfield
Village, Dublin 7. Guesa TBA. £:20/£15 reg until I NO\'embet;
£: 10/£7 supp to . free:e' total price at £:25/£20. Contact Basement
Rat. 26 Longford Terrace. MonbfOY.'I1, Co. Dublin, Ireland.

Glasgow. UK. Guests of Honour: Greg Picursgill,
Christopher Priest. Robert Sheckley. lars-Olov
Strandberg, Jane Yolen. £95 from ht December 2003 attending,
£30 ~upporting, chIldren OZ. Contact Interaction, 379 M)TII~
Road, Sheffield, South Yorbhire, 52 5HQ. UK. Email: in'o@inlelod
ion.worldton.orfJ.uk Web: www.inleradion.worhkon.orll.llk

11-15 Aug 05 Tolklen 2005
The Tolkien Society, Aston University, Birmingham, UK
"The Ring Goes Ever On"· celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of
rhe publication of The Uml of the Rings, an internarional confc:rence
on Tolkien's life and works. £50 adult (£45 for members of society),
Juniors £25 «(22.50 member), child £1. supporting £17.50. Websltc
www.mlkiertSOtiety.org/2005/

12-14 Aug 05 Conslernatlon (RPG)

5-7 Hov 04 Hovacon 34

New Hall, Cambridge. With David Pul\~r, Marcus Rowbnd.
£20 reg Unlil I August 04. Contact: 130 South Rd, Erdington.
Birmingham, B23 6El

QualIty HOlel. Walsall. Guest of Honour: Ian Watson.
xI5@:oom.co.uk

23-27 Aug 06 LA Cons IV (64th Wo,ldeon)

13-14 Hov 04 P-COH 2
Ashling Hotd. Parkgatc: St, Dublin. Guesr of honour, Juliet E
McKennll, other guests include Diane Duane and Charles Stross.
Rates €20/EIS until 13 April (€30/E20) thereafter, support rate EIO.
Contact: Yellow Brick Rd, 8 Bachelors Walk, Dublin I, Ireland.
www.sJo¥obooks.tomJphoenWp2.html

25·28 Mar OS Paragon 9: (Eastercon)
HanO\'Cr International, Hmckley, Leiccstershire
56lh Btltish National Science Fiction Con\'Cntion. Guests of
honour: John & E\'e Harvey, Ben Jeapes, Ken Mad.Md, Richard
Morgan. Reben Rankin. Membership rates (unril April 2(04):
Attendmg £40. supporting £15, Junior £20, child £5 and infana
fret" Email· membenttips@porogon20rguk Web· wwwporogon2olgllk

Take note:
Are you attending a convention?
• Always include 0 stamped. self-addressed envelope
when contacting conventions by post.
• Please mention Matrix when responding.
• We do our best to ensure the acclXacy of this infOlTnOtion.
but always checlt the detais with the conference
orgo~. Never make 0 pumey to 0 convention wilhout
confrming lhe details in advance.
Are you organising 0 convention?
• Please fOf'WO'd updates. corrections and any information
onneweventsto:~

26:conventlons

Anaheim Conwntion Centre.

~::~~i:i~~~::~6,~n~'

L.

IV

Willis. James Gurney,
Howard DeVore, Frankie
Thomas. $125 attending. $50
supponing and child talCS.
inIo@I«oni'f.Ofg

Books and magazines for sale
Recenl donations and bequests
mean that the Science Fiction
Foundation has hundreds of
sf/fantasy books and magazines
for sale. Income from this goes
to support the work of the
Foundation, inclUding its sf
library at Liverpool.
For further details
look 01 the website 01
hnpJ/www.n.lII..u~-llSGWJ..f/sole.llllDl

Of contact Andy Sawyer,
Special CoIleclions and
Archives. University olliverpoot
library. PO Box 123.liverpooll69
3DA. UK (emair 1lSGWJ"f@Ii'f.III..ui:J.

~ --J'f\,
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ZONES

he Tun meetings in London have been a bit
uncertain since we stopped gathering in the
Florence Nightingale in Waterloo in 2002. In
December Pete Young wrote on the then stoppingplace, the Barley Mow in Smithfield:

T

December saw two London 'Tun' meetings, one
on the usual 'first Thursday' and a second preChristmas gathering on the 18th. The Barley
Mow has been slowly upgrading its premises,
and the upstairs room was replete with a
properly stocked bar in lieu of it being turned
into a restaurant. On that evening the Tun was
particularly well-attended. Most o( the usual
{annish faces arrived, with others dropping in
(or a short while before heading to the noodle
bar next door, and most of the evening was
spent in an enjoyable exchange of cards and
gifts and doubtless some looking back over
the last year particularly with memories of
our own Martin Smith, who we lost in August.
I expect there was also some discreet (and
slightly embarrassed) last-minute scribbling
of Christmas cards going cm for those we had
somehow forgotten to write cards for. Roger
Robinson was at last also able to proudly
show oH Beccon Publications' first handsome
hardback John Clute's Scores which Steve
JeHery has already reviewed in Vector 233.
January's 'Tun' meeting was, regrettably, back
to the cramped downstairs bar, a move that
once again brought forth calls for a new venue
or a likely return to The Silver Cross. Once
again, watch this space.
Since March, we have been meeting again at the
Florence Nightingale (see details below), and I hope
more people are content with the old venue, instead
of raising yet another cry of ·Worst Pub Ever'-,
Really, it's about fans enjoying the company of fans,
more than the surroundings.
Reader Steve Rothman asks me to remind fans
in the Thames Valley that Reading SF Group meets
every week, not just the 3rd Monday of the calendar
month. It's just that the 3rd Monday meetings are the
special early meetings that tend to be attended by
fans from further away.
In other news, the BSFA has a full programme
of guest author interviews at its new venue at the
White Hart on the 4th Wednesday of the month.
May's guest will be Ken MacLeod on the 26th. I
haven't been yet, but I'd welcome a Matrix reader's
impressions of the new place.
'Tilnexttime,

London
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Win Daemos Rising on DVD and two
Time Hunter novellas.
Three great prizes from the Or Who universe. DCEmos Rising is the
new DVD from Reeltime Pictures. A sequel to both Reeltime's
own Downtime and the Pertwee-ero Who story, "DCEmons."
Motrix reviewer Sluort Moddison (see his review inside this
issue) described DCl~mos Rising os "immediately interesting and
ultimately satisfying."

Dcemos Rising also ties inlo Telcs Publishing's Time Hunter stories
and we've got the first two Time Hunter novellas to give awoy.
Follow the adventures of time-sensitive duo Honore Lechasseur
and Emily Blondish in The Winning Side and The Tunnel at the
End of the Ught.
Complete the crossword. the shaded answers are
deliberately unclued and make up the titles of six novellas

I---I.....,j,..,jf---

~~~s:~I~~u~~~~s:~t~~r;x~~:e~~ ~~: Who range. The titles h-"~""'~f--matrix.competition@ntlworld.com by 9 August 2004.

Across
1 Not clued (15)
7 and 21 Not clued (5.3.4)
9 Final drinks con go to your head (9)
11 Dangerous Visions editor (7)
12 Not clued III
13 and 19 Not clued (5.5)
15 and 27 Not clued (9.5)
18 The bit of Today and Tomorrow with Sophia Loren? (9)
19 see 13 (5)
21 see 7 (7)
24 Teach (7)
26 Business title (9J
27 See 15 (5J
28 Not clued (7.2.5)

I---I.....,j,..,jf---__•

Down
1 Inconvenient medium for lawgiving. medicine (7)
2 Mountain range - possibly 'armless (5)
3 Restaurant - the chet is in training? (6.3)
4 ~ Rice Burroughs, creator of Barsoom (5)
5 Native of Baghdad, for example (5)
65 are Middle ~ (7)
8 Sourse of 5's notional wealth (3-4)
10 Worn at weddings. Ascot and while playing
Monopoly? (3-4)
14 Gracetul (7)
16 Canadian symbol (s·4)
17 Leave alone, purify (7)
18 Very worried about Harrison Ford film (7)
20 Finders do this, probably in the zoo (7J
22 Early effort at military call up (5)
23 Virtually written, not via snails (1-4)
2S The highest part af a shoe? (5)

Contributors
All material remains © 2004 individual contributors os
credited
News: Martin McGrath, Claire Brialey, Denis Jackman.
Flicker. Goggle Boxes, and Crossword: Martin McGrath

Crossword 166
8etauscnc'\I'changedthl clUSIII~daleforcompCllt1flncnl(lcstoprc,cnt
ISSU~S llpplafln~ artl' Ihe deadhne IJ.ls pllssed, thl'e IS no eross'\ord
sulutlOn I" Ihls ISSU~ It \\111 appl'ar 11\ Ih" 11,,\1 issue of lIutrt.\ \\lth the
"mnlr'sdd:uls

Competition 167
Entries within three weeks of the receipt of this mailing to: John Ollis,
13 Berneshaw Close, Snatchill, Corby NN18 8EJ

~0~::u~~~~~~~~ec1~:1

have received no entries! The closing
date is therefore extended to match that of this month's competition.

